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ABSTRACT 
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Two different applications were made of particle-gamma ray 

54 ( ) 54 coincidence techniques: first, in the Fe p,p' Fe reaction at 10 MeV 

and then, in the reactions 54 ; 56Fe(p,p' )54 •56Fe at 19.6 MeV. In both 

experiments a large coaxial Ge(Li) counter was used.to detect the gamma 

rays. 

54 54 In the Fe(p,p') Fe reaction at 10 MeV, the angular correla-

tion of gamma rays coincident with protons detected near 180° was meas-

ured. On the basis of this information, unambiguous spin assignments 

were made to the 3.345(3), 4.074(3), 4.579(2), 4.781(3), and 4.949(4) 

MeV states. Model-dependent assignments and spin limitations were made 

for several other states. The angular correlation analysis also yielded 

multipole mixing ratios for several transitions and branching ratios for 

the decay of all states of 54Fe below 5 MeV. From an analysis of the 

.··observed Doppler shifts of the coincident gamma rays, mean lifetimes 

. were derived for the 1.409, 2.959, 3.164, 3.836, 4.048, 4.074, A.265, 

4. 287, 4. 781, and 4. 9 49 MeV states. 
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Coincident gamma.rays perpendicular to the reaction pi~ne, as a 

function of proton scattedrig angle; were observed in the reactions 

54' 56F (· ' )54' 56F .. ·t. 19 6· .. M ·v .. e p,p . e a . · e . Aruilysis of these P,ata yielded angular 

distributions of th~ spin::.. flip probability In the inelastic excitation 
. _j: 

of the first 2+ sta.te~ in' both' nuclei. Th~. spin,...flip probabilities wer:e · 

cqmpared to the predictions o~ both the coll~cti;ve artd; micros·copic .· 

modeis of inelastic protpn scatt:ring~ 
I. , . . . . ·. 

Al·so included in t .. he theoretical 
'_.;;;• 

·analys;is were high pJ:'ecision differential eros~ sectibn measureinJmts. m,ade . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A; General 

The study of coincidences between outgoing particles from a 

nuclear reaction and de-excitation gamma. rays has several desirable 

features. These may be summarized as follows: 1) The spectra obtained 

. are quite simple. For example, from the viewpoint of gamma spectra, one 

.... 

"' 

sees all of the transitions involved in the decay of the initial state 

or states .to the ground state. The background from other reactions is 

eliminated to a large extent on the basis of timing criteria. 2) The 

residual nuclei produced are either aligned2 or polarized, resulting in 

an anisotropic angular correlation of the de-excitation gamma rays. 

Studies of the particle-gamma ray angular correlation can yield useful 

information either on the excited nuclear states and subsequent gamma 

ray transitions or on the mechanism of the reaction producing the states. 

3) In a reaction having a two-body final state, specification of the angle 

of emission of the observed particle uniquely defines the velocity vector 

of the recoiling residual nucleus. Then, if gamma decay occurs while 

the nucleus is moving, the transition energy will be Doppler shifted; 

the magnitude of the shift is determined by the recoil velocity and the 

angle of detection of the gamma ray with respect to the recoilcdirection. 

In certain cases (see Section T .B-3), such an observation may lead to 

the determination of the lifetime of the decaying state. 

We report here on two different applications of particle gamma-

ray coincidence techniques. The first was a spectroscopic study of the 

levels of 
54 

Fe, using the reaction 54 Fe( p ,p' ) 54 Fe at 10 MeV;, · IT'his exper·i-
' . '.~ 

ment utilized all three features of coincidence studies outlined previously. 
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I . 
Secondly, w~ have investigated the spin-flip probability in the reac-

tl'ons 54 ,56Fe(p,p~ ) 54 ,56F.e1 at 19.6 M V · ·t· th f' ·t·. 2+ t t.· · e ~ excl lng . e lrs s a es ln 

these nuclei. Here the problem of interest was one of reaction mechanism. 

The two experiments, although having one target nucleus in common, 

yielded quite disparat·e types of information. We have not emphasized the 

rather meager overlap in the interpretation of each. Thus, the format of 

presentation is that of two distinct e~periments having a great deal in 

common experimentally. The two experiments are introduced separately in 

the remainder of Section I. Then, in Sections II and III, a unified 

presentation of the experimental details is given--noting when'riecessary 

the modifications appropriate to each experiment. Finally, Sections IV 

and V give the analyses and interpretations for 54Fe spectroscopr and 

spin-flip experiments, respectively.· 

B. 54Fe Spectroscopy 

l. General 

' 54 
In the simple shell model picture, Fe is considered to have 

6 ' 
two lf

712 
proton holes; coupled to zero, inside the 5 Ni doubly closed 

shell. The low-energy spectrum of 54Fe, then, should consist of three 

states of the configuration ( f 
712

) -;, where J can have the values 2, 4, 

and 6 .. A similar situation is encountered in 50Ti, which has th~ proton 

2 48 . 
. configuration (f

712
)J outside the . Ca doubly closed shell. In reality 

the low-energy spectra of these two nuclei show striking differences. 

Titanium-50 conforms well to the (f
712

); picture; it exhibits the 

'expected 2+, 4+, 6+ sequence and has no additional states below 4.16 MeV. 
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54 In contrast, . Fe, while having three excited states identifiable as 
·. -2 

(f
712

)J, also has several other states in the same energy region. Thus 

the situation is similar to that found in some of the lighter mass nuclei 

of the f
712 

sheli, where assumed (f
712

)n configurations do not accurately 

' . 3 
account for the observed low-energy spe~tra. Of particular note is 

42
ca: here analogously to 54Fe, one expects low lying states of 

Tf + + + 2 
J = 2 , 4 , and 6 from the (f

712
) neutron configuration outside the 

40
ca doubly closed shell. It has been found, in this case, that deformed 

states intrude into the (f712 )~ neutron spectrum.
4 

Calcium-42 has been 

4 7 8-10 extensively investigated both theoretically - and experimentally . 

and, as a result, a fairly satisfactory explanation of the additional 

. 54 
states has emerged. On the other hand, the levels of Fe are not well 

understood. 

Experimentally 54Fe is a rather difficult nucleus to investi-

gate. It is not accessible to single nuclecn transfer reactions. 

F th . 1 t' tt . . t ll-l5 h b h d ur ermore, 1ne as 1c sea er1ng exper1men s ave een ampere 

by the fact that many of the levels are quite closely spaced arid hence 

are unresolvable. Indeed, even the reliable assigilment of spins to the 

54 levels of Fe has been rather difficult; in the (p,p'y) angular correla-
6 4 . . 

tion work of Thomas et al., 1 several low-lying levels of 5 Fe ~ould not 

be resolved and therefore could not be a~signed spins. The purpose,of 

this work, then, was the further elucidation of the character of the 

·: 54 
'excited states in . Fe, with the hope that some insight might be gained 

into· the larger problem of nuclear structure in the region of the 56Ni 

.. doubly closed shell. To this objective we have used the ( p ,·p 'y) angular 

I 
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correlation method in the investigation; this technique was extended in 

the present work 'by the us'e of a large volume, high resolution Ge(Li) 

gamma detector. The information obtained on the levels of 54Fe includes 

several new spin assignments, several excited state lifetimes, and 

information on the decay modes of all known levels below 5 MeV. 

2. Angular Correlation Analysis 

GeneraL The application of angular correlation theory to· the 

interpretation of coincidence data has been utilized as a powerful nuclear 

spectroscopic tool for many years. Among the more desirable features of 

the angular correlation method is the fact that the theory is exact. 

This does not imply that the 'analysis is always unambiguous, siilce some 

of the parameters of the correlation function may not be known. However, 

it does imply that the confidence levels of quantities derived from such 

an analysis (e.g., spins and multipole mixing ratios) can be directly 

related to the experimental errors. 

The term "angular correlation" in the present usage impiies a 

function which depends upon the coorqinates of two or more nuclear 

radiations. Experimentally, a coincidence may not be required--for 

example, it is certainly appropriate to describe a resonance reaction 

in terms of the angular function which includes the coordinates ·.of both 

·incoming and outgoing particles. It is often 'useful to view the. problem 

of correlation as one in which an ensemble of aligned nuclei is.produced 

.by an initial radiation (either by emission or absorption of particles 

, or gamma rays) whose coordinates are fixed. The correlation function, 
1.-. 
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then, describes the emission of a second radiation. We will use the 

terms "angular correlation" and "angular distribution" interchangeab;Ly 

in describing the decay of aligned nuclei. 

A very useful method for producing nuclear . .alignment is thebom-

bardment of target nuclei with a high-energy particle beam. If the 

outgoing particles are not detected, the alignment of the residual nuclei 

is usually described by too many arbitrary parameters to allow unambiguous 

spin information to be derived from the angular distribution of gamma 

rays (this problem viewed as a correlation would require specification 

of the particle coordinates). This is true either in the case of a 

direct reaction or a compound nuclear reaction in which several over~ 

lapping resonant states are involved. As an example, the unknown param-

+ ~ . 17 
eters in the case of an aligned 4 are the populations of four substates 

and the multipole mixing ratio. Singles gamma-ray angular distributions 

have yielded spectroscopic information in some cases involving reactions 

of the type. (p~rticle,xn), especially in the cases where heavy ions are 
I 

used as the incoming projectiles. In these cases, arguments may be given 

which show that the alignment in high spin states greatly favors small m 

projections (z-axis in the beam direction). 18 

Studies of particle-gamma ray coincidences.in a variety of 

geometrical configurations have yielded useful spectroscopic'informatibn .. 

. In the simple case of a particle detector at a fixed angle, a m~asurement 

·.of the angular distribution of gamma rays in the reaction plane is 

usually not sufficient to allow unambiguous spin assignments. It is 

necessary either to measure the out-of-plane correlation19 or-'to use a 
. ' 
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reaction model to provide arguments about the substate' population. The 

latter method has been applied with some success; an example is the use 

of either plane wave or distorted wave stripping theory to predict sub-

. 20 
state population for the (d,py) reaction. 

Collinear Geometry. 
21 Litherland and Ferguson· have discussed 

two geometries for "in-beam" experiments where a study of coincident 

radiations can lead to unambiguous spectroscopic information. In 

Method I, the outgoing'particle is not observed and the angular correla-

tion between two cascade gamma rays is measured. This method has had 

comparatively limited application and will not be discussed further here. 

In Method II, the angular distribution of gamma rays in coincidence with 

particles scattered at 0° or at 180° is observed (collinear geometry); 

.this procedure has become a standard tool for in-beam nuclear spectroscopy 

during the last five years and. forms the basis for the present study of 

the levels of 54Fe. 

The great utility of collinear geometry resides in the fact that 

the substate population of the nuclei produced is quite restricted. It 

is shown in Ref. 21 and in Appendix A that, when the outgoing particles 

are detected along the z-axi$, the maximum possible angular momentUm 

projection of the residual nucleus is given by: 

m = S. + S + JN max 1 o 

. where S. and S are the spins of the incoming and outgoing particles, 
l 0 

respectively, and JN is the initial nuclear spin. In the present case 

·.of the ( p ,p') reaction on spin zero nuclei, only the m = 0, ±1 ·substates 

..... 
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of the residual nucleus may be populated. The axial symmetry of the 

system implies equal population of them- ±l substates (P(l) = P(-1)). 

Therefore, the unknown parameters of the angular correlation are P(O), 

P(l), and o, where o is the multipole mixing ratio of the gamma 

transition. 
I 

Thegeneral angular correlation function for the reactionmay be 

"tt 22 wr1 en: 

w( e ) = L -\_P k (cos e .) 
y k y 

(I-1) 

The derivation of this expression .is given in Appendix A; we mention here 

only that the measured parameters A0 , A
2

, and A4 
23 may be directly 

related to the unknowns previously discussed; Thus, in favorable situa-

tions, the spins and multipole mixing ratios may be unambiguously 

determined from a theoretical fit to the angular correlation. It.should 

be noted that the mixing ratio, o, enters in the A's quadratically and 

may, therefore, produce two solutions. 

The angular distribution of a gamma ray, which has been preceded 

by an unobserved gamma ray, may also lead to useful spin information . 
. yl y2 

As an example, for a transition a----> b ----> c, the correlation 

function is: 

w( e ) = L 
y2 k 

(I-2) 

The re-alignment of sfate b is.described by the coefficients· Uk(ab). 22 

In the foregoing discussion, it was assumed that the. outgoing 

'particle is detected along the z-axis. In.practice, of course, the 
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particle detector has a finite size. The effect of this is to allow a 

contribution to the angular correlation from the m + l substate 
max 

(m = 2 for ( p ,p') on J = 0 targets). The contribution should be quite 

small if the detectors are close to the z-axis
21 

(see Section IV.C-1). 

In the present experiment, an annular particle detector was used to 

detect protons scattered from 168° to 172°. 

Application of Ge(Li) Detectors. In previous experiments employing 

collinear geometry, Nai(Tl) detectors have been usedto detect the de-

excitation gamma rays. These detectors are characterized by high detection 

efficiency and rather .poor energy resolution. The best resolution ob-

tainable in such an experiment is that of the particle counter and is 

usually limited to 'V50 keV. Thus the usefulness of this powerful spec-

troscopic technique has been restricted to levels which could be cleanly 

resolved in the particle spectrum. 

A major goal of this work was the extension of the spectroscopic 

method, previously described, by the use of a high-resolution Ge(Li) 

counter for detection of the gamma rays. This ~xtension was made pas-

sible by two recent advances in gamma-ray counting technology• These 

are: l) The advent of large-volume germanium detectors, and 2) the 

development of a high count-rate amplifier system. The implications of 

these advances are discussed in detail in Section III. 

'· 3 . Lifetime Measurements 

'l'he measurement of lifetimes of nuclear states can yield valuable 

.. nuclear structure information. In the case of gamma decay, the. operator 

,., 
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for the transition is presumably well known and thus the ,lifetime, or 

equivalently the reduced transition probability, provides a sensitive 

test of the structure of the states involved. (This equivalence implies 

that the multi pole mixing and branchin~ ratios are known. ) 

An important class of methods for measuring nuclear lifetimes 

utilizes the Doppler shift observed when gamma decay occurs from a 

nucleus' traveling with a velocity, v, 

~E = E - E = E (v /c) cos 8 
0 0 0 0 

The Doppler shift, Lm , is then: 
0 

( I-3) 

where E and E are the unshifted and shifted gamma-ray energies, 
0 

respectively, and e is the,angle of observation of the gamma ray with 

respect to the velocity vector, v , of the recoiling nucleus. -The 
0 

particular technique utilized in the present experiment was' the Doppler 

Shift Attenuation Method ( DSAM); various modifications of the DSAM have 

. 24-27 
been described by several authors. 

The optimum condition for the application of the DSAM is that 

the average recoil velocity,v .. ,be a well defined and calculabl~quantlty. 
0 

This implies a coincidence with the detected particle from the reaction 

producing the recoil. Fortunately, the geometry which has been used in 

past experiments of this type is identical to that required for -the 

present angular correlation experiment. With this geometry, g~a rays 
' -

are detected only from nuclei which recoil in the beam direction (to a 
. ' 

good approximation), and thus have the maximum possible recoil energy. 

'l'he velocity vector, v 
0

, may be calculated simply from the kinematics of 

the reaction. 
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To utilize the Doppler shift information, the lifetime (T) of 

the state must be of the order of the stopping time (T ) of the recoil 
s 

nucleus in the target. In such a case, the maximum Doppler shift as 
! 

given by Eq. (I-3) will be attenuated by a factor F(T), where: 

i 00 

F(T) = liEobs. = 1/TJ v( t) e -t/T dt 
liE O v 

0 0 

( ) I 
dv dv 

In order to obtain v t , we use the relation dE dx = mv dx = m dt' 

where dE/dx is the stopping power of the recoil ion in the stopping 

medium. Since there is little experimental data available on stopping 

powers of low energy (v/c < 137) heavy ions, it is necessary to rely on 

theoretical estimates of dE/dx. For the present analysis, the theory 

of Lindhard, Scharf, and Schi¢tt
28 

(Lsi:;) was used. LSS, using the 

Thomas-Fermi model of the atom, consider separately the electronic and 

the nuclear energy loss. The former arises from collisions in which 

atomic electrons are excited (including ionization) and is ~haracterized. 

by a dE/dx which is proportional to v. The latter, which is important 

at low velocities, arises from. elastic collisions with' the ions in the 

target. LSS have derived a universal curve for the nuclear stopping 

power. 

Because nuclear collisions are capable of producing large-angle 

scattering of the recoils, it is important to include this effect in 

the analysis. An expression for the mean scattering angle, cos ¢(t), 

. 25 
has been derived by Blaugrund, using the theory of LSS. Thus, given 

the total dE/dx over the entire velocity range of interest, it is 
'. 

·· possible to calculate for comparison to experiment: 

.... 

.. 
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F(T) = 1/T Joo v(t) 
--cos 
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¢(t) e-t/T dt 

C. Spin;..Flip Experiment 

UCRL-18902 

Spin dependent forces in the inelastic scattering of nucleons 

I 
are not well understood, .even in a phenomenological sense. Cross sec-

tions a(e), asymmetries A(8), polarizations P(8), 29 and spin-flip 

probabilities s(e), are sensitive to these forces in different ways. 

They can be written: 

a(e) = a++ + a + a + a 
·+- ;...+ 

A(8)a(8) = a++ + a a a 
+- -+ 

P(e)a(e) = a + a a a ++ -+ +-
i 

s(e)a(e) = a +a. 
+- -+ 

where a , e.g., is the differential cross section for scattering from 
+-

an initial state with incident nucleon spin projection +1/2 to a final 

state with outgoing nucleon spin projection -l/2 on the z-axis; All 

these quantities involve independent combinations of the a .. 
1J 

components. 

Until recently, the bulk of inelastic scattering data has been 

cross section measurements. With the advent of high-intensity polarized 

proton beams, however, it has become possible to obtain high precision 

asymmetry data. An initial survey of asymmetries in inelastic proton 

scattering has been made by the Saclay group?0 which studied the exci-

tation of low-lying ~tates in several isotopes of Ti, Cr, Fe, Ni, and Cu 

with 18.6-MeV protons. More recently, high precision asymmetries have 

54 56 . 1 ! been measured at Saclay for states in ' Fe at 19.6 MeV and for 
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'I . 31 
several isotopes in the Zr and Mgregions·at 20.2 MeV. Among the more 

With the 

between the 54Fe 

objective of better understanding the differences 
' I ' 

and 56Fe 2~ asymmetries and the role that ~pin-dependent 

forces play in producing them, we have measured the spin-flip prol:rabil-

ities for the first 2 + states in th~se hro nuclei at 19. 6-MeV incident 

proton energy. In a separate experiment at the same energy, a(e) has 

also been measured for these states. 

The relative spin-flip probability for 54Fe has been measured 

- . 32 . 
before at 11 MeV; several isotbpes of Cr, Ni, and Zn have also been. 

33 measured at that energy. . The University of Washington group has 

12 24 33 . obtained absolute probabilities for · C and Mg, · and they have made 

an extensive series of measurements on the. Ni isotopes at energies from 

10-15 Mey. 35 · ·A measurement bn 58Ni at 20 l-1eV has recently been reported. 36 

The experiments at energies below 20 MeV do reveal rather large differ-

ences among the nuclei studied, but their interpretation in terms of a 

direct reaction model seems questibnable, since compound nuclear contri

butions are apparently important. This is particular~y tr.ue of the· 54Fe 

work where, on the basis of the evidence given in. Section IV.A, the 

cbmpound nucleus mechanism is dominant in the region of 11 MeV. 

In the present experiment, the spin-flip probabilities were meas-

ured using the (p,p'y) angular correlation technique first explored by 
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34 Schmidt et al. ; all previous S ( 8) . experiments have also used this 

method. When ~he gamma detector is placed along the.normal to the 

reaction plane defined by the incoming ahd outgoing protons (this defines 

the z-axis), coincident protons and gamma rays of the appropriate energy 
. + 

define excitation of only the m = ±1 magnetic substates of the 2 state; 

this is apparent from Fig. 1. To relate the substates of the residual 

nucleus to those of the incident and outgoing particles,we use Bohr's 

37 Theorem, which states: 

iTIM. i TIMf 
~ = p e Pi e f with M= 

where P is .the parity and M is the sum of nuclear (mN) and nucleon (mp) 

spin projections for the initial (i) and final (f) states. Now in the 

excitation O+(p,p')2+, we have 

e 
imn. lp 

and with the previous coincidence criterion, we obtain: 

m. - m = +1 
~p fp -

Thus, for such a process, spin flip must have occurred. 

Spin Flip: Collective Model. To date, all an~lyses ofspih-

flip data have been in terms of the collective (i.e! , macr-oscopic) model 

·of the reaction. In the simplest form of this model, there is .no explicit 

spin dependent term in the interaction, .and the spin flip is du~ ~ntirely 

to the presence of the spin-orbit (l•s) term of the optical model poten-

tial. 'l'hat there can be spin flip in such a case may be underst,ood from 
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z z 
m = ± 2 m = + 1 

z 

m = 0 

X BL693-2 2.3 9 

Fig. l. Radiation intensity patterns for an aligned quadrupole. 
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m (proton) 
s 

is not a good quantum number and hence need not be conserved. In more 

sophisticated calculations, 30 , 38 , 39 the spin-orbit potential is also 

included expli~itly in the interaction producing the excitation; there 

are still only 1: = 0 {i.e .. , no spin transfer) excitations in this model. 

A collective model analysis of the present spin-flip and cross 

section data and the 19.6-MeV asymmetry data from Saclay is given in 

Section V.C-2. 

Spin Flip: Microscopic Model. A potentially more informative 

description of the inelastic scattering process is in terms of a micro-

. 40 
scopic model of the nucleus. In such a model, the nuclear particles 

undergoing excitation are explicitly described in terms of initial and 

final nuclear wave functions; the operator inducing the transition is 

usually written as: 

V(r .. ) = -(V + v
1 

cr.•aj) g(r .. ) 
-~J 0 ~~ ~ -~J 

where a is the spin operator, respectively, for the projectile (i) and 

nucleons in the target ( J. ) , and r is the vector distance between them. 
-ij 

The V term causes 1: = 0 transitions and gives spin-flip contributions 
0 

only through the spin-orbit potential, while the v
1 

term induces. 1: = 1 

transitions and thus can produce additional spin· flip. In general, the 

a+-, etc. , terms will have interfering contributions from 2: = 0 and 

.,.1: = 1 terms. 

For an explanation of the differences between the 54Fe .arid 56Fe 

asymmetries' a microscopic view of the reaction is most log;i.c.~l. It 

offers the possibility of produ~ing such differences via differences in 
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nuclear'wave functions, whereas the collective model predicts sim:i.iar 

inelastic quantities for neighboring nuclei. Section V.C-3 is devoted 

· to a microscopic analysis of the present data. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 

·A. QYclotron.and External Beam Line 

1. General 

Proton beams of 10 and 19.6 MeV were provided by the Berkeley 

88" variable-eAergy cyclotron. The cyclotron and external'beam facilities 

are shown in Fig. 2. The extracted beam was focused by a quadruple 

doublet and bent 56° by a switching magnet onto a set of vertical and 

horizontal slits (analyzing slits) in the cyclotron vault area. The 

beam then passed through an eight foot concrete and iron shielding wall, 

was bent another 12° and finally was focused to a 0.06" wide and 0.12" high 

spot at the target area. 

The horizontal divergence of the beam was limi t·ed by the "x'" 

collimator located near the point of extraction. Subsequently, only the 

analyzing slits were used to define the beam. These were typically set 

at o.o4o", which resulted in a beam resolution of about 0.08%. 

After passing through the scattering chamber, the beam was 

stopped in a Faraday cup, which was split vertically along the center 

line. Charge from each half of the Faraday cup was separately integrated 

and used to monitor both the beam current and alignment. Equal currents 

were maintained in each half to insure a constant position of the beam 

spot. Periodically, the beam position on the target was checked_with 

the aid of a thin scintillating target and a closed-circuitT.V. system. 

The Faraday cup was initially aligned with the known optic axis 

(which passed through the target ~osition) with the aid of a transit. 

During a run, slight. adjustments in the beam axis could be made, using 
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Fig. 2. Layout of the 88n cyclotron and the Cave-1 gamma scattering 
ch~ber. 
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the horizontal and vertical motion of the analyzing slits and two small 

steering magnets located near'the cyclotron. The beam could thus be 

required to go through the target position and to be centered in the 

Faraday cup. 

2. Beam Stability 

In one of the experiments· ( 54Fe spectroscopy), it was essential 

to have no beam-energy variations during the run. The· variations could 

arise from either a change in the switching magnet current or a change 

in cyclotron parameters. The former was easily controlled by means of 

an NMR probe monitor. Control of the latterJhowever, was more difficult. 

Changes in a number of parameters, e.g. deflector voltage and dee 

voltage, are capable of produc:ing small ( rvo. 2%) energy shifts. In 

addition, the resonance condition could change due to shifts in the 

·oscillator frequency and magnetic field. Fortunately, the reasonably 

. + low-intensity beams of low-energy part1cles (20 MeV H
2 

) allowed the 

deflector to be operated quite stably at low voltage and with very little 

heating. It sufficed, therefore, to maintain the frequency constant 

within ~00 cycles, in order to insure stability with respect to both 

intensity and energy. Occasional minor adjustments were made in the main 

coil current to regain the resonance condition. Dee voltage variations 
.. 

were not large enough .to cause difficulties. During 72 hours of opera-

tion, the beam energy was stable to within 10 keV (limit of our sensi-

tivity). The beam energy was monitored by observing the position of the 

elastic peak in a fixed position monitor detector spectrum. 
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{ ' . 
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B.. .Scattering ·chamb.!!_ . 
... . ' 

l. General 

The sc~tteri~g chamber (see Fig. 3) was a rectangular box about· 

24" long, 8"·wide, and .8" deep. In addition to a r'emovable lid, the two · · .· 
sides parallel to the beam could be removed and replac·cd with other 

inserts, depending on the desired· experimental configurati.on. The side · 

nearer the beam included a 2" high slot running the entire length of the 

side, which was covered with a 0 .003" tantalum foil. This. allowed the 

garnma.detector, which was outside the chamber, to view.the target position·· 

with very little absorption of garnma rays •. The opposite side contained 

four circular ports. They were covered with 1) a lucite window, 2) a· 

plate containing coaxial cable connecto~s, 3) an. attachment for a liquid 

nitrogen dewar, and 4) a plate containing two rotatable shafts (only 

for the spin-flip experiment) •. 

Two concentric rotatable shafts were located in the bottom of 

the chmnbcr; coaxial with them was o. movable arm, located outside the 
. . 

chamber, on which the gamma detector was placed. This arm. could be 

rotated 180° on one side of the beam line. The target position was 

chosen to coincide with the intersection of the beam axis and the axis 

of rotation of the shafts. Prior to.co.ch run, both particle and gamma 

detectors were precisely aligned with respect to the beam. axi~ with 

transits.• This was possible for·the·gamma detector beca~se its position. 

inside the housing was well determined during the mounting operation. 

·.·· .. 

.-,: ...... ·,.· 

.. ·. 
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XBB 6810-6270 

Fig. 3. Close-up view of the scattering chamber in the configuration for . 
the spin-flip experiment. The gamma detector (extreme right) views 
the target position through a 0.003" Ta foil. 
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2. Configuration fqr 54Fe Spectroscopy 

54 Figure 4 shows the geometry used for the Fe spectroscopy run. \ 

.. -- 41 The indented side allowed access to small angles for the gamma detector. 

When the counter was placed 4 22/32" from the target, it could be rotated 

in to 25°. This distance represented a compromise between detection 

efficiency and fullness of angular range. 

The slot covered with tantalum foil ran the entire length of the 

chamber wall so that the beam 'passed close to the foil and not to the 

aluminum wall. This was quite important since copious amounts of back-

ground radiation are produced when even a low-energy proton beaw strikes 

aluminum, because of the low Coulomb barrier. The foil-to-beam distance 

could be set at 0. 25", 0. 5", or 0. 75'' by insertion of spacer rings 

between the chamber. frame ahd the insert; background considerations indi-

cated at least a 0. 5" separation was required. 

The annular counter assembly (described in Section II.D-2) was 

fixed on an arm which' during the experiment~ positioned the counter at 

180°; the counter arm could be rotated to smaller · angles during the 

initial beam focusing. 

3. Configuration for Spin-Flip Experiment 

The geometry required for the spin-flip experiment was that the 

gamma detectqr be perpendicular to the plane defined by the particle 

,detector and the beam. axis. To accomplish this, a plate containing two 

concentric shafts was attached to the side of the chamber opposite the 

gamma detector (see Fig. 3). Two particle detectors, mounted on arms 

/ 
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XBB 693-1912 

Fig. 4. Close-up view of the scattering chamber in the configuration for 
the 54Fe spectroscopy experiment. Shown inside the chamber are the 
target holder and rotation mechanism and the annular counter. 
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connected to the shafts, could be rotated independently in the vertical 

plane, thus .defining it as the reaction plane. Space limitation inside 

the chamber required that one detector be used at forward angles and the 

other at backward angles, with the rarige 90° to 95° accessible to both, 

for the purpose of checking efficiencies. 

C. Background and Shielding 

1. Geometrical Definition of the Beam 

Among the most universal problems in gamma-ray experiments is 

background radiation; its reduction for in-beam experiments is 

particularly difficult. The following procedures have been found to 

apply to beanis 0f 10 and 20 MeV protons. 

The external beam system discussed previously had the important 

feature that the beam could be analyzed and defined geometrically at a 

+ large and. well shielded distance from the target area. In addition, H
2 

beams were used so that slit scattered particles which became fully 

ionized w·ould be deflected out of the beam by the second bending magnet. 

Thus, a very clean beam could be obtained in the scattering chamber. 

2. Background from Components in the Scattering Chamber 

54 During the Fe spectroscopy experiment it was, of course, neces-

sary for the beam to pass through a 6 mm diameter hole in the annular 

counter. In addition, after going through the target, the beam passed 

within about 0. 5" of the side of the chamber (see Fig. ) . By using 

only tantalum , which has a coulomb barrier of 15.5 MeV, the background 
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from the beam "halo" striking these critical areas could be reduced to 

tolerable levels for a 10-MeV proton beam. The difference in background 

levels with and without the annular detector a~ 180° was barely 

detectable ( <5%). 

3. Background from the Faraday Cup 

The beam was stoppe·d by a graphite Faraday cup located 84 inches 

from the target. Carbon is commonly chosen as the stopping material 

12 because of its ( G) low neutron yield under charged particle bombardment. 

The Faraday cup was shielded by a 30" by 36" aluminum cylinder, 

lined with a cadmium sheet and filled.with boreated paraffin. The end of· 

the shield near the scattering chamber was faced with 4" of lead. This 

arrangement was very effective in reducing the background due to both 

neutrons .and gamma rays. It had the additional advantage of protecting 

the Ge(Li) detector from high neutron fluxes which cause radiation 

damage. 

A further reduction of Faraday cup radiation may be obtained by 

·fast timing criteria. If the gamma rays from the target and from the 

Faraday cup are separated by more than the fast coincidence resolving 

time, such background can be eliminated (see Section III.B-1). 

In both experiments, it was necessary to protect the gamma 

detector from charged particles passing through to the tantalum foil. 

·~To meet this requirement and also to further reduce the low-energy 

'background (<511 keV) in preference to the generally higher energy gamma 

rays from the target, the detector was covered with a 0.040" tantalum 
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plate. The overall background rates in both experiments were usually 

around 5% of the total count rates during runs. 

Finally, the background in the annular counter due to particles 

backs cattered from the Faraday cu:p was quite small and confined to 

energies below 3 MeV. In both experiments, thiri aliminum foils covered· 

the particle detectors to stop knock-on electrons from the target. 

D. Particle Detectors 

1. General 

The protons were detected with Si(Li) counters fabricated at the 

LRL counter laboratory. Considerable experience at this laboratory and 

elsewhere has shown that substantial improvement in·both energy resolu~ 

tion and rise time can be obtained by cooling Si ( Li) detectors to the 

To implement this advantage into the 

present system, a liquid nitrogen dewar was attached to the chamber, 

though thermally insulated from it. Approximately 8" to 12" copper 

·braids were used to connect the cold finger of the dewar to the detector 

housings. This resulted in a temperature of about -35°C for the detectors, 

which remained quite constant (±1°); thermocouples were used to monitor 

the temperature . 

. 2. Annular Dete.ctor 

An annular Si ( Li) detector 1. 5 mm thick was used to detect protons 

f th t . 54 ( 1 ) 54 . . rom e reac lon · Fe p ,p Fe at 10 MeV. Figure 5 shows the counter 

holder. Tne collimators were made of 0.040" tantalum. The inside 
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Fig·. 5. The annular Si(Li) particle counter and counter holder~. 
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collimator was held in place by a tube ( 0. 020" surface thickness) which 

was precisely milled to fit snugly into the hole in the back protective 

plate. The tube was essential for protecting the counter from radiation 

(electron and x-ray) produced by beam particles striking the backing 

- --- -plate. _ The. detector_ was held in place\ against the aluminum ground 
~ . - -- - ........... -

electrode by a wire clip, which also served as the other electrode. 

When the counter was positioned 2;5" from the target, it covered 

the angular range from 168.4° to 172.8° and subtended a solid angle of 

0.078 
42 sr. 

At the operating temperature of -35°C .and with a bias of 250 V, 

this detector gave 4o~keV resolution- on a pulser. The best resolution 

observed with 10-MeV protons was 55 keV. 

During the run,_ an additional cooled Si (Li) detector was placed 

at 140° for monitoring purposes. 

2. Particle Detectors for the Spin-Flip Experiment 

For the 54 , 56Fe(p,p') 54 , 56Fe reactions at 19.6 MeV, two 3 mm 

Si(Li) detectors were used to stop the protons. Counter collimators of 

dimension 0.118" by 0.239" were located 1.2" from the center of the 

target. The dimensions correspond to solid angles of 0.025 sr and 

acceptance angles of 11.4° in the. scattering plane and 5.6° perpendicular 

to it. The gamma detector subtended a half angle of 8° (the relation of 

-these angles to substate population is described later). 

At the operating temperature of -35°C and at a bias of 400 V, -
#. \ 

- these detectors gave pulser resolutions of 25 keV. Under running 
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conditions, however, resolutions of 150 to 200 keV were observed; the 

width was almost entirely due to kinematic broadening. 

E. Germanium Detector 

The gamma ray,s were detected by a lithium-drifted germanium 

counter of 40-cm3 i-ntrinsic volume. It was made from a cylindrical 

pulled crystal by drifting lithium radially toward the center and also 

axially from one end, to a depth of 13 mm; thus, it was a close~ended 

coaxial ( "5-sided" coaxial) detector. Fabrication was done at the 

LRL counter laboratory by R. H. Pehl and co-workers. The detector 

holder and cooling apparatus were of the standard type and have been 

described elsewhere. 43 

The measured capacity of the detector was 34 pF.
44 

At the usual 

operating bias of 2000 V, it was capable of 2.4-keV resolution ,for 
60

co 

( 1. 33-MeV gamma). Figure 6 shows such a spectrum. The full energy (FE) 

peak height to Compton edge height is ~20 to 1. When the detector was 

placed in the experimental cave, the best resolution obtained was 4 keV. 

The increase was believed to be due to pick-up, primarily from the cyclo-

tron oscillator. During both experiments, the observed resolution was 

~6 keV for 1-MeV gamma rays; the additional increase was due to high 

counting rates (~20 kc/sec) and small gain drifts encountered during 

runs. No gain shifts as large as 1 keV were observed. The timing prop-

erties of the detector are discussed in Section III. C-2 . 

Figure 7 shows the absolute (i.e. , without the solid angle factor) 

efficiency of the 40-cm3 counte;; Calibration was accomplished using a 
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Fig. 6. Gamma-ray spectrum of a
1 60co source using the high-rate 

amplifier system with and withou:t pile-up rejector. 
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set of IEAE45 calibrated s~urces; the relative efficiency above 1.8 MeV 

· bt · d · 56c was o alne uslng a o source. 

Definition of the source-to-counter distance presents an ambi
t 

guity for gamma rays. For example, low energy gamma rays interact 

almost entirely in the front of the counter, while for very high energy 

gamma rays,, the center of the counter is the average interaction position. 

l'le chose to define the counter position as the point at which the 65zn ' 

(1.115-MeV gamma) exhibited a l/r
2 

intensity-distance relation. During 

the 54Fe spectroscopy run, the gamma detector was positioned at 4 22/32" 

from the target; the half-angle subtended was 8 degrees. The position 
i 
I 

was identical during the spin-flip rtin, although some datawere taken at 

distances larger and smaller by a factor of /2. 
I 

F. Electronics System 

1. General 

The basic requirements to establish the coincidence of two or 

more nuclear radiations are simple. It is necessary to determine that 

the events (two or more) have occurred- within a small time interval, lit, 

and to allow storage of the energy signals only when this criterion is 

met. Random (i.e., uncorrelated) events can also occur within the 

required finite resolving time, .lit, and it is usually necessary to cor

rect the measured spectrum for them. · Determination of the chance rate 

and optimization of the true-to-chance ratio is discussed in Section III.B. • 

In practice, of course, the tools required are much more compli-

\·:atc'!d than indi eated previ.ously. A common procedure is to initially 
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separate the functions of timing and energy analysis; the .coordination of 

the two is then accomplished at some later stage of the system with 

logic and gating circuitry. This convenient separation has been adopted 

for the discussion of the present system. 

We have considered indi vidu_ally the gamma, particle, and time 

(fast timing) systems; the discussion has included the generation of a 

logic signal for each which fed a triple-slow coincidence. The latter 

opened the linear gates in each of the. systems. Finally, we have con

sidered individually the addi.tional logic requirements for the 54Fe 

spectroscopy and spin-flip experiments. 

2. High-Rate Amplifier Systems 

The central features of the electronic systems for both experi-

ments were the high-rate amplifier systems designed· by Goulding, Landis, 

• 46 I · 
and Pehl. Each system consisted of a high-rate pre-amplifier, a high-

rate linear amplifier employing pole-zero cancellation, a pile-up rejector, 

and a linear gate. Figure 8( a) shows the system in the configuration 

used for the present experiments. Minor modifications of the systems 

which were designed for gamma-ray counting, were made for use with Si (Li.) 

particle detectors. The details of the high-rate system are discussed 

in Ref. 46; only the features· required for a unified presentation of the 

present electronics system have been given here. 

Ge(Li) Detector System .. Pulses from the Ge(Li) detector were 

fed into the charge sensitive FET pre-amplifier shown schematically in 

Fig. 8(b). Note that the detector is DC coupled to the FET; this 
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·.Fig. 8. (a) Simplified block diagram showing the components of the 
high-rate amplifier system as applied in the present experiments. 

(b) Details of the bias-delay box and preamplifier components 
for the Ge(Li) detector. 
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allowed use of the feedback voltage to monitor the detector leakage 

current. It also had the advantages of reducing capacities to ground 

between the detector and FET as compared to AC coupling, and elimination 

of FET damage due to high voltage transients from the bias supply. The 

FET, which was located in the detector cold chamber, was maintained at 

the optimum. operating temperature by a high thermal resistance Zener 

diode. 

The pre-amplifier outp1-1t was fed directly into the high-rate 

linear amplifier. The pole-zero cancellation feature of the amplifier 

was adjusted to correct.for the baseline undershoot which resulted from 

the pre-amplifier feedback time constant RfCf. This gave a considerable 

improvement. in resolution at high count rates compared with conventional 

amplifier systems. 

The linear amplifier produced· two outputs. ·For fast timing and 

pile-up rejection, there was a fast output (50 nsec rise time) which had 

bypassed the integrating stage .bf the system and therefore contained the 

fast rise components of the signals. For purposes of ~nergy analysis the 

pulse was integrated by a fixed time constant "active integrator''; the 

·output (subsequently referred to as the slow output) was almost Gaussian 

in shape, with a rise time of 3 ].!sec. This pulse shape, in addition to 

optimizing the signal-to-noise ratio, had the advantage of minimum 

sensitivity to the rise-time variations encountered in thick detectors. 

The pile-up rejector (PUR) performed logic on the linear ampli

fier fast output to insure that 1) a given pulse was not preceded by 

another, within the inspection time (variable from 5 to 25 ].!sec), and 
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' 2) no pulse had occurred during the rise time and for 0.5 ~sec after 

the peak of a given pulse. If these criteria were met, the PUR pro .... 

duced a valid output signal, which was combined in a slow coincidence 

with the output of an SCA (set to encompass the full energy range of 

interest) to provide an input for the main gate. The slow output of the 

linear amplifier was gated by the main ~ate and.then fed into a biased 

amplifier. 

Si(Li) Detector Systems. The high-rate systems, modified for 

use with Si(Li) particle detectors, 47 were quite similar to the gamma 

detector systems. We note the fqllowing essential differences. l) The 

detector was AC coupled to the FET input stage of a charge sensitive 

pre-amplifier (not the one shown in Fig. 8(b)). 2) The amplifier inte-

gration time constant was changed to produce an output pulse whose FWHM 

was l ~sec. 3) The pile-up rejection inspect time was variable from 

3 to 10 ~sec. 

The particle input to the main gate was generated in the same 

manner as for the gamma system. Likewise, the gated energy signal was 

fed into a biased amplifier. 

3. Fast Electronics 

The fast outputs from the high-rate amplifiers for both particle 

·and gamma systems were fed into gain-10 DC-coupled amplifiers (l.nsec 

rise time) and then into fas·t discriminators. The amplification was 

needed to bring the signals into the required voltage range for an 

optimum setting of the discriminators. The discriminator levels were set 
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as closely a!3 possible to the noise level in order to obtain good time 

'resolution. 

The outputs of the particle·' and gamma discriminators provided, 

. I 
respectively, the start and stop pulses for a· time-to-amplitude converter 

(TAC). The TAC produced an output whose pulse height was proportional to 

the time difference between the start and stop pulses. The use of a TAC 

allowed the detailed time correlation between events (tru:e and chance) 

to be obtained; thus it was much more versatile than.the "fast coinci-

dence" circuit! which has been conimonly used. Figure 9 shows the TAC 

spectrum for the reaction 54Fe(p,p'y) 54Fe at 19.6 MeV; events due to 

gamma rays frob 0~3 to 4 MeV and protons from 10 to 19.6 MeV were included. 

Generation of the time·input for the main gate is more clearly 

understood with the aid of Figure 10. The outputs of SCA's set to encom-

pass four chance peaks cf the TAC spectrum were combined in a logical "OR"; 

the outp'ut of an addit.ional SCA, set to encompass the "true" time peak, 
I 

was combined with previous signal in a second "OR" to_ produce 'the. time 

logic signal. The "true" time signal was also fed into a logic unit whose 

function is discussed in the next section. 

4. Data Storage and Logic 

Two requirements were felt to be essential in recording the two 

parameter coincidence inform~;tion. 1) For maximum versatility, it was 

desirable to store the entire'coincidence array, since it was not usually 

obvious, a priori, what sections 'of it would be most interesting. This 

1·equired on the order of 500 x 2000 channels to cover the energy ranges 
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of the electronics for the 54Fe spectroscopy 
experiment. The heavy lines indicate the paths of the energy 
signals from the two detectors. . 
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in both detectors with a sufficient number of channels in the peaks. 2) It 

was essential to be able to monitor the progress of the experiment in order 

to insure the proper functioning of the system and to determine when 

enough data had been taken. This implied that a display of some portion 
I 

of the stored data was necessary. 

For the present system, the required storage and monitoring capa-

bili ties were obtained in the following maimer. Valid pairs of _gamma and 

proton signals from the biased amplifier outputs were fe_d into a multi-

l d 4096 h l . . ' t·. ADC 48 p exe -c anne success1ve-approx1ma 1on . In addition, the ADC 

also accepted 6 logic signals (this feature is indicated as a separate 

"logic unit" in Figs. 10 and 11, two of which identified the event as having 

occurred in a true or in a chance time peak, and four of which were gen-

erated by SCA's set around peaks in the proton spectrum. The latter, 

which were used for display purposes, are detailed for each experiment at 

the conclusion of this subsection. 

The event information was transferred to a data buffer in the 

memory of a PDP-5 computer via an ADC interrupt of an on-line computer 

program. During the period of digitization and transfer h400 ]lsec)., an 

inhibit gate from the ADC prevented opening of the linear gates in each 

system. 

Within a "real time" subroutine of the program (i.e., the. program was 

subject to additional interrupts )·,the information in the data buffer was 

.processed in the following manner. Logic signals one and two were com-

bined with the most significant 9 bits of the proton energy signal to form 

a 12 bit word (one bit was not used); subsequently, this word and the 12 
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of the electronics for the spin-flip experiment. 
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bit gamma energy word were transferred·to another buffer. The latter buf-

fer was emptied onto magnetic tape after 1250 events had been collected. 

Further operations were performed if the first logi~ bit was a one (i.e., 

if the event was a '!real"). In this case, the presence of one of the 

latter four logic bits produced storage of the gamma energy word of the 

event in one of four display fields. The background program produced a 

CRT display of these fields whose interpretation is now discussed for each 

experiment. I 
I ' 54Fe Spectroscopy. Figure 10 shows the complete block diagram for 

this experiment. In addition to the time signal, four signals generated 

by SCA' s set around peaks in the proton spectrum were fed into the logic 

unit. Those chosen were the elastic and three excited-state peaks. The 

CRT display then consisted of four-1024 channel gamma-ray spectra specified 

by these logic signals. 

Spin-Flip Experiment. Figure 11 shows the complete block diagram 

for this experiment. In discussing the storage and display logic for this 

system, it is necessary to mention the complications incurred when using 

two particle detectors. 

The outputs from.the fast discriminators for the proton counters 

were mixed and fed into the start input of the.TAC. Small differences in 

timing between the two Si(Li) counter systems were corre~ted for by delay 

lines before each fast discriminator (not shown in Fig. 11). The remainder 

of the fast system is identical io that previously 

The slow systems were se,arate for each of 

up to and including the linear gre. The outputs 

discussed. 

the particle detectors 

at this point were 
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mixed, fed into a biased a.inplifier and then into the ADC.The linear ~ates 

were opened by the main gate, which was generated by coincidences between 

either particle detector and t~e gamma ray detector. 

In order to distinguish between systems A and B, a logic sig

nal generated by a wide SCA (set to encompass the entire range of interest) 

in system A was fed into the. logic unit. In storage, this signal as 

well as the "real" time signal were recorded in the logic word of the 

event code. Additional logic signals were generated by two SCA's each, in 

systems A and B; these were set around the elastic and first excited 

state peaks in each system. The CRT display was thus four spectra of·· 

gamma rays specified by these ~ignals. 

5. Subsidiary Systems 

It was essential in both experiments to preserve the non-coinci-

dence (singles) proton spectra. This was done by providing secondary 

branches in the circuits for the proton signals. These signals were 

scaled down by a factor of 5 to 50 to provide suitable counting rates for 

storage in RIDL 400 channel analyzers. 
I 

A monitor proton counter was used as a check on the beam integra-

tion and to determine the energy stability of the beam. Additionally, the 

elastic peak in this spectrum was scaled down by a factor of 160 to 1000 

and used to trigger a pulser; henpe, the frequency of the pulser·was 

· proportional to the beam intensity. This pulser then fed accurately timed 
.• 

pairs of pulses to the proton-and gamma pre-amplifier inputs. These pairs 

of pulses passed through the entire circuit in the same manner as real 
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coincidence events and were stored o~ tape as such. The pulser voltages 

were selected in such a way as to overlap with no proton counts, (the pul-

ser peak was slightly above the elastic peak) and few gamma cotints (at 

the high energy end of the spectrum); Drifts of the pulser voltages would 

have indicated gain shifts of the electronics, but none were found. More 

importantly, the number of observed pulser coincident events stored in the 

two-dimentional array wes a direct measure of the dead-time and pile-up 

losses in the entire system. Since these losses were usually about 40 to 

50% of the input counts, it was crucial to know this quantity precisely. 

G. High-Resolution System 

For each of the two experiments, it was necessary to have high 

resolution singles proton spectra. These spectra were obtained in an 

experimental area specifically designed for high resolution measurements 

with precise geometry; it has been described in detail in-Ref. 49. 

Two 3mm thick Si(Li) detectors were used; these were cooled to 

-35°C with thermoelectric devices. Knock-on electrons from the target 

were eliminated with electrostatic electron suppression plates. The count-

' -4 
ers subtended solid angles of 1.7 x 10 sr and yielded resolutions of 30 

keV. The total beam was measured in a Faraday cup and checked with a fixed-

'position monitor detector. 

H. Targets 

The targets used were self-supporting, isotopically enriched 

metallic foils obtained from the Stable-Isotopes Division of the Oak Ridge 
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National Laboratory. They ranged in thickness from 200 ]lg/cm2 to 837 

]lg/cm2 . It was essential to use the -~hickest 54Fe target (837 ]lg/cm2 ) in 

the spectroscopy experiment in order to utilize th~ Doppler shift informa-

tion (see Sec. IV.C~2). 

The contaminants in the enriched 54Fe were as follows: 

56Fe 2.81% 

57Fe 0.1% 

58Fe 0~1% 

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

A. General 

The advent of large-volume (~ 30 cm3) Ge(Li) detectors coupled 

with the development of a high-rate amplifier system has given new range 

to the powerful techniques of in-beam particle-gamma coincidence_ spectros-

copy. It is with this enlarged view that ,we present a critical examina-

tion of some of the more general features of the present experiments. 

In Sec. III.B, the factors which influence the true-to-chance 

"" . 

-ratio are considered in detail; included is an analysis of the chance 

coincidence problem encountered when using a pulsed beam. Section III.c 

is concerned with the present detector-electronics system, with particular 

attention given to fast-timing problems encountered with large volume 

Ge(Li) detectors. Finally, SeG. D deals with the practical evaluation of 

the number of true coincidences. 
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B. Analysis of the True-To-Chance Ratio 

1. Evaluation of Chance Coincident Rate 

The chance coincident rate, C, is related to the singles proton, 

cp. and gamma, cy• counting rates.by the general expression: 

c(t) = C (T-t)dT 
y 

(III-1) 

where Tf is the fast coincidence resolving time. Now considering a 

pulsed beam with a period, T • 
.C 

it is convenient to calculate the number 

of chance coincidences, N., during the ith beam burst. 
~ 

We make the substi-

tution: 

c.(t) = N. p(t), 
~ ~ 

··Therefore: 50 

N. 
~ 

C.(t) dt 
~ 

= l t+Tf 
p (t) p (T-t)dTdt 
p t-T y 

f 
(III-2} 

In practice, a cyclotron beam burst is sufficiently narrow in time to allow 

the approximation:5l 

= o(o) 

Thus, III-2 becomes: 

= 
. f+Tf N. N. · 

~p ~y 
t-T 

f 
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We will define : 

F = 
lt+Tf 

py(T-t)dT y t-T , f. 
(III-3a) 

so that: 

N. = Fy N. N. 
1. l.p l.Y 

I 

(III-3b) 

Fy is seen to be essentiallythe fraction of the total counting rate which 

is due to prompt gammas f:J;'Om the target. It should be emphasiz~d that 

Eq. (III-3a) implies a time discrimination against a gamma.background 

which is isotropic in time; it does not exclude ·events due to gammas 

which are delayed by an integral number of cyclotron periods, T ' c 
from 

the target gammas. It was for this reason that the Faradaycupplacement 

was chosen so that the delay time of gammas which originated there was 

"-l/2 T • c 

To obtain the average random coincident rate, we consider an 

-
ensemble of beam bursts averaged, for convenience, over a one second time 

interval. The beam current, I, is then: 

1/T 

L
c 

I = 1/T Q c i = Q/T c 
1=1 

where Qi is the charge of the i th beam burst.·. It follows t;hat·: 

N. ;;;: 
l.P 

'· 
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Equations (III-4) and ,(III:-5) illustrate the danger of determining 

the coincident rate, . C .. , ·in the real spectrum by measuring the rate, 
~J: .· 

C .. , in one or more delayed spectra. It is seen that unless there are 
l.J. 

no fluctuations in beam intensity cii > cij. 

Beams from the 88-inch cyclotron are known to have such fluctua-

tions; thus, delayed random coincidenc
1
es could not be used directly for 

correction of th~ real spectrum. Section III.D-2 discusses the approach 

which was adopted. 

2. · Factors Affecting the True-To-Chance Ratio 

The real coincident. rate, R, due to a state's decaying with a 

.. single gamma transition is: 

(III;...6) 

where f.y is the efficiency-solid angle factor for the gamma detector, 

n is the solid angle of the particle detector, dcr/drG is the differential p 

cross-section for the reaction and W(8) is the angular correlation func-

tion; the beam intensity, I, is normalized to include the target thick-

ness. 

In Eq. (III-4), we consider that Fy and F .. 
l.l. 

have been optimized, 

respectively, by elimination of background sources which produce gammas. 

delayed by an integral number of Ti' and by minimizing beam intensity 

. '.fluctuations. The chance rate is then: __ :, 

C <X T C C 
c p y 
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In examining the contributions to c p and c . y' we consider 

simplified spectra in which no contaminant particle peaks are present. 

Therefore: 

and 

where 

c p = (III-7) 

(III-8) 

The contribution to Cy requires some elaboration. cr. is the total 
l. 

cross-section for production of the state of interest; a is the sum of 
c 

all cross-sections to states which cascade through the given state (cor-

rected for the branching ratio), and cr · is the sum of all cross-sections 
B 

for processes which produce higher energy gammas and thus contribute a 

Compton background to the region of interest. The latter must be corrected 

for the difference in efficiencies between the Compton events, EBy' 

and the FE peak events, E • y All contributions must be multiplied by 

an angular distribution function w which may not be unity (WB' in 
' . 

particular, may be "'1 in the case where many processes contribute). 

The true-to-chance ratio, R/C, may be written as: 

R/C ex:.· W(8) 
(cr.w. + cr w + AcrBwB)I-rc 

l. l. c c 
(III-9) 
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Thus, R/C depends inversely on the beam intensity. I but not on the 

counter efficiencies. It is more instructive, however, to consider the 

variation of R/C at a .constant real coincident rate. Now, if either of 

the counter solid angles is increased by a factor of 2, the beam intensity 

may be decreased by the same factor, resulting in a corresponding decrease 

in R/C. The optimum . R/C. at fixed R is therefor~ obtained when the' 

counter efficiencies are· as large as is possible. 

The other factors of Eq. (III-9) that depen~ on the reactions 

which occur at the chosen beam energy can be separated into two groups: 

those which produce gamma rays of energy E :(a. and crc) and those which l. 

contribute Compton events. at _an energy E ·(oB). Examples of processes in 

which one of the two contributions above is dominant may be seen in Fig. 12. 

Shown is a singles spectrum of gamma rays.from the reaction 54Fe(p,p') 54Fe 

at 10 MeV; the gamma counter was at. 90° . At· this angle, the o; + 2~ 

(1153-keV gamma) coincident rate was about three times that for the 

+ + 
21 + 0

1 
(1409-keV) transition. The singles spectrum, however, shows a 

. 2+ 0+ doml.nant 
1 

+ 
1

. This is because essentially all excited states have 
, ., 

some cascade strength through the 2~; on the other hand, no states below 

. + 
5 MeV have a measurable cascade through the 02 . 

These considerations indicate the·relation of gamma energy 

resolution to the true-to-chance ratio. If the dominant contribution to 

c is from then R/C for a FE-peak summation is proportional to the 

FE-peak width; hence, good resolution is quite important. ·Processes of 

this type are most conunonly encountered with in-beam coincidence experi

ments. In the 54,56Fe spin-fli~ experiments, on the other·hand, 
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. + + •t• resolution was of secondary importance, since both 21 ~ 01 trans~ ~ons 

were strong in the singles spectra. This case is rather unfavorable since 

not only are contributions from crc large, but the measured quantity S(6) 

was a small part of cr.(a). 
~ 

The extension of the previous arguments to more complicated spectra 

is straight-forward. Resolution is cleari.y important in the particle 

spectrum if the states are closely spaced and if there is background. In 

gamma spectra, one often is interested in gamma rays which are located on 

a real background due to higher energy coincident gamma rays; good resolu-

tion is clearly helpful in such a case: 

C. Detector .and Electronics Systems 

1. High-Rate Counting Systems1 

The development of the high-rate amplifier system was of major 

importance in.the utilization of Ge(Li) detectors for in-beam coincident 

studies. To obtain reasonable coincident counting rates, singles gamma 

4 counting rates of ~2 x 10 cps were required in the present experiments. 

Under such conditions, in conventional systems, pile-up would have re-

sulted ,in much poorer peak resolution and higher backgrounds. 

The response of. the present system to high gamma counting rates 

is shown in Fig. 6·· the 
. 60 

taken at 2 104 with spectra are of Co, X cps 
' 

and without pile-up rejection. The increase in FWHM was about 0.5 keV 

over that obtainable at low counting rates. The use of pile-up rejec.tion 

. makes almost no difference in the FWHM, but as is evident, a considerable 

-reduction in background was obtained .. Although the system was capable of 
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higher· rates, •· little. ad'V'antage was . incurred,: since this . resUlted in a· higher 

4 percentage of pile:.:..ups. The rejection rate at 2 x 10 cps was "-35% with 

a 20 ~sec inspect time. 

The modified high-rate systems for particle counting produced 

excellent results, although the improvement over conventional systems was 

not as great as that for gamma detection·.. For the annular counter, the · 

peak FWHM at low rates was 55 keV for 10-MeV protons; 4 at 1.5 x.10 cps, 

. the FWHM increased to 70 keV. To take full advantage of the pile-up re-

jection system, it was essential to eliminate knock-on electrons from the 

target by means of a thin aluminum absorber ( 0. 0025 inches for the annular 

counter and 0.005 inches for the detectors in the spin-flip experiment). 

2. Fast Timing Characteristics of the Detectors 

In Sec. III.B-1, it was found that the only dependence of the. 

chance coincident rate on the fast resolving time was in the quantity 

Fy. This result, however, depended on the assumption that 2Tf < Tc. Thus, 

it is important to examine the factors affecting Tf for the present 

system. 

Considerable effort has been devoted to the study of fast-timing 

properties of G~(Li) diodes. 43 , 53 •54 Goulding43 has.given a simple analy-

sis of the expected variations in rise tixne for a.planar P-I-N diode. 

Assuming an electric field intensity in. excess of 1000 V /em, both ho_les 

and electrons have about the same drift velocity (1. 5 x 10 7 em/ sec); then, 

if the event is considered to be localized in a small region (good for 

low-energy electrons), the expected distribution of rise tim~s is shown 

in Fig. 13. For higher energy events in which the initial charge is 
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d . t "b t d f" "t th . t" "l'l b "f 54 1s r1 u e over a 1n1 e range, e r1se 1mes w1 e more un1 orm. 

For co-axial detectors, the electric field strength decreases with 
I 

radial distance (electric field ~l/r2 ); furthermore, in CE-co-axial 

detectors, there is a very non-uniform field in the drifted end. As a 

result, it is found that the rise-time variations encountered in CE-co-ax-

ial detectors are greater than for those of the planar configuration. A 

detailed study of the timing characteristics of large co-axial detectors 

h b 
. 53 as een made by Graham et al. 

Because of these large rise-time variations for pulses of a given 

energy, cross-over pick-off til!ling could not be used for the Ge(Li) counter 

system; leading-edge (LE) timing was thus essential. In using LE timing, 

the problem of discriminator "walk" is encountered. This results from 

pulses, barely exceeding the discriminator level, which give an output 

delayed with respect to pulses of larger amplitude. This effect could 

have been corrected for either.electronically55 ;56 or by storing the TAC 

output along with the gamma ray and proton energies and correcting the 

data during analysis. However, the timing requirements in the present 

system were not critical enough to require the use of either method. 

Figure 14 shows a simplified block diagram of the system used to 

investigate the timing properties of the detectors which were used. 

Figure 15 shows the timing characteristics of the Ge(Li) detector for 
4 4 . 

gamma rays from the reaction 5 Fe(p,p') 5 Fe at 10 MeV over an energy range 

from 0.35 to 4.0 MeV; the fast discriminator level was about 50 keV. In 

this energy range for this reaction, there are no known delayed gamma rays 

whichcontribute to the peak width. 
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Fig. 15. Tune-to-amplitude converter spectrum with start pulSes from 
the 40-cm3 Ge(Li) detector and stop pulses from the cyclotron 
oscillator. 
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Timing considerations in Si(Li) detectors were less critical be-

cause of the rather small width (3mm or less) of the intrinsic region. 

Here, too, leading edge timing could be useful (and in the present case, 

more convenient) if the noise due to detector leakage current was reduced 

by cooling the detector. This allowed a low, fast discriminator setting. 

Figure 16 shows the timing characteristics of the annular counter, 

using the reaction and electronics system described previously. The pro..;. 

ton energy range inclUded was from 3 to 10 MeV; the fast discriminator 

level was below 0.5 MeV.. 

D. Coincidence Evaluation 

1. Spectrum Summation 

In evaluating the number of coincident events, the usual procedure 

was to sum over the individual peaks in the proton spectrum to produce 

coincident gamma spectra. However, because the gamma spectra included FE 

peaks, Compton distributions, and for higher energy gammas, escape peaks, 

there was a choice as to the region of summation along this axis .. In com-

plex gamma decays, of course, the region was limited to clearly defined 
·.,~:.~ 

peaks, except for the highest energy transition <i'rt,'the 
' ' . ~.::.~:.?~~\-.. ~.:' 

In simple spectra, the full spectrum summat-'ion 

spectrum. 

(·only the part of 
:t ... ~ 
'*~ .. 

the spectrum free of contaminant peaks) greatly increased the gamma detec.,-

tion efficiency, often putting it in the same range as that of Nai crys-

tals. This method of summation, of course, eliminated the energy dis~ 

crimination against chance events and resulted in poorer true-to'-chance 

ratios. 
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In more complex spectra, only FE-peak summation was used. When 

real background was present under a peak, it was approximated by a line 

and subtracted out. In some cases, a majority of the background was due 

to the Compton spectrum of the first 2+ to ground transition; this could 

be rather precisely subtracted because the pure 2~ -+- 0~ transition was 

available with good statistics. All spectrum summations were done by hand 

with the aid of a desk calculator. 

2. Chance Coincidence Evaluation 

A common method for correcting the real spectrum for chance events 

is to sum the region of the coincidence array corresponding to "real". 

coincidences with the elastic peak, RE. Then the number of chance coinci

dences in any inelastic peak, G, is given by: 

(III-10) 

The ratio of counts, C'
1

/C'E' is obtained from a singles particle spectrum; 

this quantity may presumably be determined with very small statistical 

error. This method, however, was not used because of possible systematic 

errors incurred by using a separate scaled-down particle system which fed 

into a different ADC. 

The procedure adopted was to store events gated by four chance 

TAC peaks; thus these events were treated,. electronically, in a manner 

.identical to real events. Because of the considerations discussed.in 

Sec. III .B-1, it was necessary to e'stablish a scale factor between the 

real and chance arrays. The factor was the number·of gamma-elastic counts 
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in the chance array, CE' divided by the corresponding number in the real 

array, RE; this quantity, which would be 4 for a non-fluctuating beam, 

was usually found to be 3.7. The number of chance events .in any real 

coincident peak was thus: 

(III-11) 

where c1 is the number of counts in the chance array for the same region 

in which the real array was summed. The error, aR, in the number of real 

coincident events, is then: 

(III-12) 

There errors on all quantities from Eq. (III-11) contributing to aC have 

.been included. 

3. Pile-Up Rejection and Dead Time Losses 

A most essential consideration in the present experiments is the 

evaluation of the number cif coincidences lost due to dead-time and pile-

up effects. The expected losses from these effects may be estimated from 

the expression: 

B = -CT e (HI-13) 

where C is the total singles counting rate, T is either the dead time 

of an electronic device or the rejection time of a PUR, and B is the 

fral:t.toual counting· rate of "good" events .. With this definition, the 
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measured number of real counts may be related to the number which actually 

occurred during the .counting time. 

Applying Eq. (III-13)-to the conditions encountered in the. spin

flip experiment, with Cy = 20,000 cps and Cp = 7,000 cps, we find that 

the losses due to various components are approximately as follows:. 

SOURCE 

Gamma PUR 

TAC Dead Time 

Proton PUR 

ADC and Data Storage 

Total 

1 - B 

0.33 

0.04 

0.07 

0.02 

0.46 

In order to evaluate B accurately, the system described in 

Sec. II.F-5 was used, in which pulser coincidences were randomly generated 

(in proportion to the beam intensity) and stored in the coincidence array. 

The quantity B was, then, the number stored, divided by the number 

generated . 
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. IV. 54Fe SPECTROSCOPY 

54Fe Excitation Function 

UCRL-18902 

Previous experiments on 54Fe at this Laboratory had indicated that 

inelastic cross sections for the 54Fe(p,p') reaction varied quite strongly 

with energy in the region around 9-MeV incident proton energy. For this 

reason, prior to performing the coincidence experiment, the excitation 

function for this reaction was ~easured'in steps of 100 and 200 keV from 

8 to 13 MeV. For the experiment, the high resolution experimental area 

described in Sec. II.G was used. Figure 17 sho>Ys the results of the ex-

periment from 8.5 to 10.5 MeV for states up to 4.287 MeV. 

Changes in inelastic cross section due to small shifts in beam 

energy d~ring the coincidence run could have produced errors in normaliza-
' 

tion. It was, therefore; important to choose a beam energy where the 

excitation function was reasonably flat, thereby minimizing the variation 

of cross section with energy. It is apparent from Fig. 17 that this 

criterion could 'not be met simultaneously for all states; however, it was 

felt that 10 MeV was a good compromise for most of them. 

B. Coincidence Experiment 

The intensity of gamma rays, in coincidence with inelastically 

scattered protons detected in the range 168° to 172°, was measured at 90°, 

70° , 55° , 40° , and 25° , with respect to the beam axis. The total ,data 

aquisition time at· each angle · was about 10 hours. This was obtained by 

'summing the counts froni. seven separate cycles through the angular range. 

By taking a series of short runs at each angle and subsequently. combining 

• 
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Fig. 17. Excitation functions for various states in the reaction 
54Fe(p,p')54Fe from 8.5 to 10.5 MeV. The differential cross 
sections were measured at 170 deg lab angle in steps of 100 
keV and 200 keV. 
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them, it was hoped to further reduce the effect of any normalization error 
! 

due to beam energy fluctuations. 

Beam intensities, which were usuallyabout 50 to 60 nanoamps, 

produced counting rates of ~20,000 cps in the gamma detector and ~15,000 

cps in the annular Si(Li) detecJcor. The total rate of real coincidences 

was about 25 cps. The precautions taken to insure that no shifts in beam 

energy occurred have been outlined in Sec. II.A..:2. The beam energy was 

monitored by periodically checking the peak positions in both the monitor 

and annular-counter spectra. Within the sensitivity of this method, :ho 
I 

energy shifts greater than 10 keV were observed during the run. Both pro-

ton singles spectra were also checked for variations in the number of 

inelastic counts per micro-coulomb; this quantity was constant to within 2%. 

C.· Analysis 

1. Angular Correlations 

The analysis was accomplished by summing the coincidence array 

over all gamma-ray energies to produce real and random proton coincidence 

spectra. Figure 18 shows an example of the latter; it is equivalent to a 

.singles spectrum. Gamma coincidence spectra were thEm generated for each 

peak which was cleanly resolved in the proton spectrum. Summation of the 

peaks in the gamma-coincidence spectra varied considerably, depending on 

··the complexity of the spectrum. For spectra generated from well-separated 

. states in the proton spectrum, the gamma summation for the highest energy 

transition included the FE peak, escape peaks (if any), and Compton 
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Fig. 18. Spectrum of protons from the reaction 54Fe(p,p')54Fe.at 10 
MeV. The protons were detected by the annular Si{Li) coun~er at 

·168-172 deg lab angle. The counting rate was 15,000 counts/sec. 
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distribution. This .procedure was used only in cases where it was clearly 

justified, and in all cases, the results were checked against the corres-

ponding FE-peak summations. For lower-energy gamma rays in simple spectra, 

and in the case of more complicated spectra, only peak summation.was used. 

In these cases, where necessary, an average background was. evaluated by 
! 

summing a few channels on either side of the peak and subtracted out. 

For states which were not cleanly resolved in the proton spectrum, 

the total number of gamma ray counts was obtained by summing the appropriate 

FE-peak region in all spectra which contained counts due to the given 

state. 

The spectra were no_rmalized to the total charge collected on the 

Faraday cup. Equivalently, the total number of monitor counts could have 

been used, since the two methods yielded identical resUlts within 1.5 to 

2%. The dead-time and pile-up ,rejection losses were accounted for in the 

manner discussed in Sees. II.F-5 and III.D-3. 

Errors. Since accurate error evaluation is essential to the spin 

assignment arguments given in Sec. IV.D, great care was taken to eliminate 

systematic errors from the present analysis. For the highest-energy 

gamma-ray transitions, no background•(i.e., real coincident background) 

was present and the errors quoted are those given by Eq. (III~l2). When 

background subtraction was necessary,. only the statistical errors· from 

. the background evaluation .were combined with those of Eq. (III-12). In 

. some cases, it was advantageous to subtract the Compton background from 

the cascade 2: + 0~ transition (present in all spectra). Thfs was pos

+ + sible since the pure 21 + 01 spectrum was available. All statistical 

errors propagated by this procedure were included. 
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Fortunately, there existed a method of checking the assumption 

that statistical errors were dominant in the present analysis. The 

2.564-MeV state was determined to be a 0+ by Church et al; 57 therefore, 

h b 0+ 2+ . . b . . t e o served 
2

-+ 1 trans~t~on must e ~sotrop~c. As is seen in Fig 19, 

a fit to the experimental angular distribution using only an isotropic 

term is consistent within the errors, which are ~2.8%. Further checks 

were obtained by fitting the g~ound state transitions for the known 2+ 

states at 1.409, 2.959, and 3.i64 MeV with theoretical 2+ -+ 0+ curves from 

Eq. (IV..:..l); these are shown in Fig. 19. The x2 obtained for the 2.959 

and 3.164-MeV states are reasonable (respective average errors on the 

points were 1.4% and 1.1%). However, x2 obtained for the 1.409-MeV 

state suggests that an additional error of about i%may be present; this 

was necessary to reduce x2 to the 50% confidence level; the statistical 

errors ranged from 1. 6% at 90° to ·o. 66% at 40° . The effect of such an 

error would be quite small on any of the other angular distributions. It 

appears, then, on the basis of this evidence, that the assumption of 

negligible normalization error is justified. 

Method of Analysis. The method of analysis used is quite similar 

to that of Poletti and Warburton. 22 Equation (I-1) may be written as: 

where 

P ( 0 ) = I ( 0 ) I (I ( 0 ) + I ( 1 ) ) and P (1 ) = I ( 1 ) I ( I( 0 ) + I ( 1 ) ) 
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For assumed initial and final spins, the unknown parameters of Eq. (IV-1) 

are c, I(O), I(l); the I's.are constrained to be positive. The multi-

pole mixing ratio, c, enters the F coefficients quadratically; however, 

a linear least squares procedure may be used if c is not considered to 

be a continuous variable. x2 is then minimized with respect to I(O) and 

I(1) for a range of values of c. x2 is defined as: 

2 
X = 

~ ~ (wt (ei ~.- wE(ei) )2 
J. . 

where n is the number of degrees of freedom; in the present . case, it 

was the number of data points minus two. Equation (IV-1) was evaluated 

for values of c in steps of tan-1 (c) = 1 o o· 
from ~90 to 90 . 

We have adopted the standard method of explicitly displaying the 

dependence of on by plotting x2 

showed solutions for certain values of c 

1 . 
versus tan- (c). These curves 

for at least one of the spin 

combinations (see Fig. 24~ for example), Accepted solutions were those 

exhibiting a x2 within the range expected for n-2 degrees of freedom as 

given by the x2 probability tables. 58 Spins which did not give solutions 

below the 1% confidence level were assumed to be incorrect. 

In most cases, it was possible to obtain statistically significant 

angular distributions for more than orie gamma ray from a given state; 

these consisted of either two branch decays from the state or two gamma 

rays in cascade. In such cases, x2 was minimized with respect to all 

the transitions simultaneously. For the second transition in a cascade, 

'.this involved the use of Eq. · (I-2). 
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· In the simultaneous analysis of more than one angular distribution, 

it was necessary to normalize the curves to a common total intensity. This 
I 

was done by first.fitting the c&ves individually with the expansion: 22 

(IV-2) 

then_dividing the da~a points by A0 • In the subsequent analysis,- it was 

possible to vary the mixing ratio .of only one transition at a time; the 

others were fixed at an assumed value.- In such cases, several runs were 

made, in which the mixing ratio considered the variable was changed. This 
I . . 

was necessary to eliminate the possibility of missing any minima. 

Population of m > 1 .Substates. 21 Litherland and Ferguson have 

considered the effect of the finite size of the annular detector oil popu-

lation 6f lml ~ 2 substates. On the basis of their work, we have estimated 

the population of lm I = 2 substates to be on the order of 3% and that of 

I m I > 2 to be negligible. In order. to determine the effect of ·Jm I = 2 

substate popu1ation~ all fitting was done twice-.-once with P(2) ·= 0 and 

once with P(2) = 0.1 P(l). In most cases, the two calculations were 

quite similar and in no case were additional spin solutions obtained using 

the latter calcul~tions. 

Multipole Mixing Ratios. It has become common practice to evalu-

ate the, errors for multipole mixing ratios by the following procedure . 

. The point where the . x2 curve· reaches a minimum is normalized to ·the 50% 

.confidence level. The two error limits are then given by the points at. 

which the curve crosses the 10% confidence level. This procedure has the 
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advantage of eliminating the dependence of the quoted errors on the absol

ute value of x2 determined in the fitting. The additional uncertainty 

incurred by population of lml ~ 2 substates has been included by some 

22 authors. However, we have found this effect to be negligible; therefore, 

only the errors evaluated by the first method are given in the present 

analysis. 

2. Doppler Shift Analysis 

The usual procedure in measuring an attenuated Doppler shift is to 

observe the gamma-ray energy at two widely separated angles. The maximum 

shift in this case is given by: 

l:.E = max ,(IV-3) 

0 
Iri the present experiment, the angular range spanned was only from 25 to 

90°. However, the precision with which the centroid shift could be deter-

mined was increased by evaluating the centroid of the peak at all five 

angles. A least-squares minimization was then used to calculate a line 

The l:.E b given in the following discussion 
,0 s 

The errors .in l:.E b were obtained by 
0 s 

combining the statistical errors 'from the centroid evaluations with an 

estimate of the error due to the uncertainty in the region over which to 

.:evaluate the centroids. These e.stimates were in general agre~ment with 

those inferred from the least squares fit. 
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To obtain 6E , the initial recoil velocity 
max 

UCRL-18902 

was calculated 

from the kinematics of the reaction for each state.' This quantity was 
I 

then averaged over the angluarlacceptance of. the annular counter. Further 

effects due to the finite size of both counters were estimated to be about 

1% and were therefore neglected. 

As was discussed in Sec. I.B-3, in order to relate the measured 

attenuation factor, 6E b /6E , to the quantity F('T) from Eq. (I-4), it o s max 

was necessary to know dE/dx throughout the range of velocities. We have 

used the form: 

dE/dx = k v + (dE/d~). 
e . n· 

The first term is the electronic contribution to the stopping 

power, which in the theory of Lindhard, Scharf, andSchiott28 (LSSL is 

proportional to the velocity of the ion. The compilation of data by 

Northcliffe59 shows that in the velocity range v/c :::._ 137, this .form for 

the electronic stopping is accurate, but that the values of k 
e 

predicted 

by LSS are systematically about 20% too low. No data were analyzed,. 

however, for ions as heavy as 54Fe. 

Eswaranet a1. 60 have measured the.lifetimes of states in 56Fe, 

62
Ni, and several isotopes of Cu by the Doppler Shift Attentuation Method. 

They obtain k ·by interpolating from stopping power data on several 
e 

types of ions in nickel. Their value of k for 56Fe is essenti~lly 
e 

that predicted by LSS. The predicted lifetime of the first 2+ state in 

. 56Fe agrees well with that obtained from other methods. 
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A more recent analysis of heavy iori stopping data has been given 

61 by Steward and .Wallace. Their work included some of the data analyzed 

by Northcliffe and,additionally,fission fragment range data. On the basis of 

th . t t" th 1 f k f 54F . t · · 54F · elr sys ema lCS, e va ue o or . e lons s opplng ln e lS e 

12% higher than that of LSS. We have chosen to use this latter estimate 

of k in the present analysis. 
e 

The predicted curve of the ,nuclear stopping power (dE/dx)n has 

not been tested directly by experiment. We have therefore adopted a 

functional form, given in Ref. 61, which fits (dE/dx) given by LSS. In 
n 

the Thomas-Fermi units of energy and distance (see Refs. 25 and 28): 

(dE/dx) = 
n 

k . 0 277 
4. 57 e: 2exp ( -2. 54 e: • ) (IV-4) 

Some calculations were also made using the form: 

(dE/dx)n = {IV-5') 

In the present analysis, it made little difference in F(T) whether Eq. 

(IV-4) or (IV-5) were used. Figure 20 shows the nuclear and electronic 

stopping powers over the relevant velocity range for the present experi-

ment. 

We have included an estimated 10% error in F ( T) , resulting from the 

lack of knowledge of dE/dx. The errors in the mean lifetimes are thus a 

combination of the uncertainties in b.E/t.E
0 

and in F(T). 

The range of the recoils predicted from the total dE/d~ was 
·) . 

· 'vltiO IJg/cm'-, which is a sizable fraetion of the target thickness of 
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0.1 (d£/dp)n = 4.57£1/2 exp(~ 2.54 £0.277) 
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Fig. 20. Stopping power (d€/dp) versus velocity (£1 / 2 ) both in Thomas
Fermi units. Shown are the electronic stopping power and two 
functional forms which approximate the nuclear stopping power. 
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837 }.Jg/cm2 . Thus it was necessary to correct the predicted F(T) for those 

ions which e~;caped from the target. This was done by constructing a curve 

of distance versus time. Then for recoils within the total range of the 

back of the target, Eq. (I-4) was integrated out to a time t 
e 

at which 

the recoil escaped from the target; in the remaining integration v(t) 

and cos8(t) were constant at the values v(te) and coscj>(te), respectively. 

Figure 21 shows the predicted F(T) curve with and without this correction 

·for the recoils of 3.164-MeV state in 54Fe. 

Comparison of the lifetimes derived :ln the present analysis to 

those .obtained from other experiments is given in Sec. IV .D-1. 

3. Observed States 

Accurate excitation energies from high resolution (p ,p') experi-

. 54 . 
ments on Fe have been reported . 62 d t by Aspinall et al. and by Sper u o and 

Buchner. 63 This information was quite valuable in allowing the unambiguous 

interpretation of the coincidence spectra. 

All levels below 5 MeV which were seen by .Aspinall et al. were 

observed in this experiment. Further, the known 6+ state at 2.948 MeV 

which was not seen in the high resoltuion (p,p') work was observed here. 

Sperduto and Buchner 63 report a level .not seen in Ref. 62 which was un-

resolved from a strong level at 2.540 MeV; the presence of this level 

64 was inferred from a peak shape analysis. Hansen et al. have•reported 

levels at 2.537 and 2.550 MeV seen in the 54Fe(d,d') 54Fe reaction at 7.5 

.MeV. Both states were made with very small cross sections (0.02 and 0.03 

mbhr, t'(?Spectively). In the present coincidence experiment, we have 
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Fig. 21. The expected Doppler-shift attenuation versu·s mean lifetime for 
the 3.164-MeV state of 54Fe. The dotted curve has been. corrected 
for the effect of finite target thickness. The point shown indicates 
the experimentally observed attenuation factor and estimated error . 

...... 
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observed only one level in this energy region--that at an excitation energy 

·of 2.539 ± 0.001 MeV. The gamma-ray coincidence spectrum (Fig. 23) re

veals no additional transition either to the 1.409-MeV 2: or to the ground 

state. (The level at 2.564 MeV, which was unresolved from the 2.539-MeV 

level in our proton spectrum, was seen in both the (p ,p 1 ) and (d,d 1 ) ex-

periments and thus presents no problem.) Furthermore, within the experi-

mental resolution (5 keV), no transition to another state from any higher 

excited state was observed. In another coincidence spectrum taken at 9 

MeV incident proton energy, no·evidence was seen of any level but that at 

2.539 MeV. 

We have identified the 2.539-MeV state as having J7T = 4+, which is 

in agreement with • · w· 

65 ·d 4+ t t t the ass1.gnment of egener, who observe a · s a e a 

2.537 ± 0.002 MeV i~ the decay of 54mco. Since our excitation energy 

assignments are in general agreement with those of Sperduto and Buchner, 

+ . 
their level at 2. 540 MeV is probably the 4 (see in Ref. '62 at 2. 540 MeV). 

The evidence for the presence of another level then is somewhat contra-

dietary. ·we conclude that if an addi t::i.onal level is present iri the region 

of 2.54 MeV, then it is excited in our work with a differential cross 

+ section less than 0. 005 mb/ sr (this is less than 5% of the 4 cross se. c-1 . 

t ion). Thi.s applies to angular range 168° to 172° at proton energies· of 9 

and 10 MeV. 

A comparison of the excitation energies from this experiment with 

those from previous work is shown in Table I. The agreement if:l generally 

satisfactory, particularly between our assignments and those of Ref. 63. 

·In the following discussion,, for convenience, the energies of.transitions 
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. ! ; . •, 54 .. ,' 
Table L Comp!'iriso'rr of ,exc:l:~ation energies for'l~;v:els ·• 9f . Fe •-· ThE: ener-

gi~s.: are g~ven in keV·. . ·. ' 

··=· :::::::::==============::;::::============.======:::::::::=====:::::::t:===== ~- I 

Present 
· e~perimEmt 

1408 ± l 

: 2539 ± l 

. ·_· 2948, ± 2 

2'961'- ± 2 

3163 ±. 2~ 
..... :" 

. ~' . 

3345 ± :2 

. . -~836 ±. _2 ·, 

.. 4037 ±'3 

4o4B. ± .·.2: . -__ .· 

4072 '± 2 

. ~271 ± 3 

. - - •4583 ± 2 ' . 
';·' 

Sp~rduto and 
_·Buchner; (p ,p') 

Ref; .63* 

_,·: 

··:. 
25.34. ± .5 

254'C) '£ ·6 

3345~ ± 5. 

'3838 ~t~-5_ .. 

4048. ± 5 

. 4074'• ±5. 

J.·· . 

'• ~_;. 

.I 
. .. ' 
Aspinall et al. 

. ·. (p,p' t:'.: 
Ref. 62*:' · 

., . 

·. 2540 ±:. 4 
.. · ·,. 

2961 '±- 4 
. ' 316~ ±"4 

.,, 

/ 

'3291 ± 4 

·i34o ± 4 

382.9 ± 4 .. 

'4029.-~--4:: 

_4047 ± 4. 

4070- ±':4 

... 4265 ± 4 

.-.4287: .. ± 4 .· 

:4'655 ± '3 
)' .'.· 4·656 '± 4 

' ;~4702 .±. 3 .• '_l 
*· t ·;::~--

•. ' 

·4950-±' j .. 

. ·· .. j~700-± 'IF 

. . ·. 4781 ± :4. 

; . ')~949 ~- 4-· .. 
:: L 

Hansen et al . • 
·-.. ·-.(d,d'') .· . 

Ref.· 64 · 
·, 

.-_· .. i410 ± 4. 

.. 

-~537 ,± 6 

'2550 ± 6 

2959 ± 6 

3_167' ·±-a-·-

.. ·. 3349 ± 8 

'· > L 

~ ... 

. .. ' ....... · . 

_;. 

Wegener 
. n'ec8.y of 

54mc0 

Bef. .65 

~ .· . ,'. 

.· · ... 

2537 ± 2 
.· : 

2'94:8·· ± 3 . 
:-• . 

', )' . 

,'''5-. 

. ., ,: 

:,,_· .. 

· .. ·, __ ·. 

';-:... 
. . ". . ·· .. ~ . 

. ', . ~-. 

:*oi1iy randofu errors are .(luot·ed· :'for these. numbers:. :-, .. 

:.:· . 

.. 

.. · ..... 
-~ .. ' 

.• I' • 

•. 
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from levels below 4 .. 2 MeV are referred [to by the energies determined from 
. ! 

the numbers of Ref. 63; those above this point are derived from Ref. 62. 

Thus the excitation energies from ou~ work appear only in Table I. 

D. RESULTS 

1. Detailed Spectroscopic Information 

This section is devoted to a presentation of the angular correla-

tion and lifetime information obtained for each excited· state. In Sec. 

IV.D-2, all of the electromagnetic transition data, that is, lifetimes, 

multipole mixing and branching ratios, are summarized in Tables II:...v. In 
. . 

the summary and in the discussion previous to it, we have referred to 

electric and magnetic reduced transition strengths in terms of Weiskopf 

Units (WU); the values given by Wilkinson66 have been used. 

1.409-MeV State. The gamma-coincidence spectrum of the first 

excited state at 55° is shownin Fig. 22 (all succeeding coincidence spec

tra illustrated are at this angle). The BE2 of the 2+ -+ 0+ transition has 

been measured by Coulomb excitation67 and by electron scattering and thus 

affords a test of the Doppler-shift analysis. A comparison of the BE2's 

is given below: 

Measurement BE2(e2 f 4 ) 

Coulomb excitation . 102 ± 4 

electrqn scattering 104 ± 6 

Doppler shift 131 
+ 50 
- 32 

'l'he measured lifetime of 1.1 psec is near the limit of sensitivity of the 

n~;A.~i, rl''sulting in rather large errors; within the limits, the agreement 
..... 

. I 
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is satisfactory. Using the BE2 from Coulomb excitation, the transition 

-strength is 8.4 WU and is thus collectively enhanced. 

2.540 and 2.564-MeV States. The gamma coincidence spectrum for 

these states which are-unresolved in the proton spectrum is shown in Fig. 

. 63 64 . 23; no evidence is seen for another state in this energy reg1on. ' On 

54m · · 69 the basis of the decay of Co, Sutton et al. first suggested that the 

2.540-MeV level was the 4+ member of the (f712 )2 proton configuration; 

several (p,p') and (a.,a.') experiments are in agreement with this assign-

ment, but are themselves ambiguous in part because of the presence of the 

. . ~ 

. 6 
unresolvable 2.564-MeV state. More recently, Wegener 5 re-examined the 

54m -
decay of Co, using (y,y) angular correlation techniques and was able to 

assign J1T of 4+ to the 2.540.:.MeV state and J1T of 6+ to the 2.948-MeV 

state. The results of the present angular correlationanalysis are shown 

in Fig. 24; it is seen that only J = 4 giv-es a solution, thus. confirming 

the assignment of Wegener. 

The 2.564-MeV state is knownto be a 0+ from the work of Church 

57 70 et al; this assignment was first suggested by Belote et al. Figure 

' + + 
19 shows that the angular distribution of the 0 ~ 2 gamma ray from this 

state is isotropic, as expected. 

+ + + + Both the 41 ~ 21 and the 02 ~ 21 gamma rays show very small Doppler 

shifts; thus it can be said only that their lifetimes are longer than 3 

psec and 2 psec, respectively . 

2.948 and 2.959-MeV States. The coincidence spectrum of these 

states is shown in Fig. 25. The 2.948-MeV state is known to have J1T of 

+ 65 6 from the work of' Wegener. 6+ 4+ The angular distributions of. · ~ , 
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4+ ~ 2+ ~ transitions obtained here were consistent with this assignment, 

but due to poor statistics, other initial spins also gave solutions. 

The 2.959-MeV state was assigned J7T 
+ of 2 from the work of 

16 + + Thomas et al. The simultaneous fitting of both the 1.550-MeV 2
2 

-+ 2
1 

and the 2.959-MeV 2; -+ 0~ angular distributions from this experiment 

+ + +o.o4o 
yielded a value of 6(22 -+ 21 ) = 0.105_0 , 042 . This is in reasonable agree-

ment with the value 6 = 0.25 ± 0.19 obtained by Thomas et a1.16 • 71 The 

analysis in the latter reference ruled out a: second solution of 6 = -3.3, 

found in the present work. 

Figure 26 shows a summary of the Doppler shift analysis for the 

2.959-MeV level, which gave a mean lifetime of 0.075 ± 0.012 psec; this 

is an average of the values obtained from the 0.550 and 2.959-MeV gamma 

rays. Combining the lifetime determination with the branching ratio for 

the 2:959-MeV transition yeilds a BE2. of 27.2 ± 4.5 e2f 4 . This is in 

poor agreement with the (e,e') experiment of Ref. 68, where the value 

45 ± 5 e2f 4 was obtained. However, since the resolution in the (e,e') 

experiment was 700 keV, the 2.959-MeV level was not resolved from the 

other states nearby and thus the BE2 may be overestimated. 

3.164-MeV State. The gamma coincidence spectrum (Fig. 27) shows 

+ that this level decays to both the ground state and to the 21 ~ It has 

7T + 16 been assigned a J of 2 by Thomas et al. The mixing ratio for the 

+ + 2
3

-+ 21 transition is poorly fixed in our analysis; it is clear, however, 

from the value 6 = 0.63+0 · 57 that there is strong E2 competition .in the 
. -0.25 

transition. The results of the Doppler shift analysis (shown in Fig. 21) 

+0.05 gave a mean lifetime for this level of 0.23_
0

_
04

.psec. This corresponds 
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to a 2; + 0~ transition strength which is slightly retarded with respect 

to the single particle estimate (0. 73_WU). 

3.296 .and 3.345-MeV States. Figure 28 shows the gamma coinci-

·dence spectrum from the 3.296;, 3.345-MeV doublet. Neither state has been 

assigned a spin from·previous work. The angular correlation analysis for 

the 756-keV and 1887-keV transitions from the 3.296-MeV state is shown 

in Fig. 29. The curves shown are as follows: for J = 2 the variable 

shown is o(2 + 2) with o(2 + 4) = 0; for J = 3 the variable is o(3 + 4), 

·with o(3 + 2) = -0.55, and. for J = 4 the variable displayed is 8(4+4), 

with o(4 + 2) = o. Tnese c;:urves show the best solutions obtainable for 

each initial spin; spins less than 2 and greater than 4 were eliminated 

on the basis of the observed branches to states of spin 2 and 4. It is 

seen that spin 2 is eliminated, but spins 3 and 4 are allowed. An attempt 

was made to resolve the ambiguity by including the cascade 4~ + 2: transi

tion in the analysis. However, since the 3.345-MeV state also decays to 

+ the 4
1

, the uncertainty in subtracting out its contribution to the transi-

tion was too large to allow distinction between a 3 + 4 + 2 and a 

4 + 4 + 2 sequence. Furthermore, no transition to this state fromhigher 

lying levels of known spin distingui·shed between spin of 3 or 4. The 

Doppler shift of the 3.296 + 1.409 transition was quite small, indicating 

only that the lifetime. of this state is longer than 3 psec. 
I . 

The results of the angular correlation analysis for the ·3.345~MeV 

· state are shown in Fig. 30. . The following mixing ratios were held con-

stant at the values given: for J = 2, 6(2 + 4) - 0; for J = 3, 

,~C..; > ::') = -0.81; and for J = 4, o ( 4 + 2) = 0. It is seen that only 
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~ = 3 gives a reasonable 
2 X . The mixing ratio 6(3 + 4) is confined to 

the valueslo = 0 ± 0.14 or o ~ 3.5, while for the 3 + 2~ transition, o 

is confined to the range -2.9 ~ o ~ -0;45. A x2 below the 1% limit 

may be obtained for J = 2 if one allows 6(2 + 4) ~ -0.04; however, life-

time (limit set by the fast coincidence resolving time) and branching 

. ratio arguments allow exclusion .of any solution requiring a non,-zero 

6(1=3/1=2). The Doppler shift analysis for the 3.345-MeV state indicates 

a lifetime longer than 3 psec. 

3.838-MeV State. Figure 31 ·shows the gamma coincidence spec-

+ it has been established as a 4 from the work of trum for this state; 

Thomas et a1. 16 The state decays primarily via E2 radiation to the first 

+ + 
2 state; a weak branch is observed to the 2.540-MeV 4 state. Only 

slight evidence was seen fo<a branch to the 3.296-MeV state found by 

Thomas et a1. 16 It was not possible to obtain a mixing ratio for the 

transition to the 2.540-MeV state, due to poor statistics. The lifetime 

of the 3.838-MeV level was determined to be 0.091 ± 0.002 psec from the 

DSAM. This analysis is summarized in Fig. 32. A rather large enhance-

ment of 8.0 WU is found for the 2.429-MeV E2 transition. 

4.029, 4.048~ and 4.074-MeV States. This triplet was completely 

unresolved in the proton spectrum; thus, Fig. 33 is a composite gai!J!lla 

spectrum of the three states. The lowest member of the triplet decays 

mostly to the 3.296-MeV state; onl;y a weak branch (seen only in the spec

·• :trum at 8y =90° ) is observed to the 4 + at 2. 540 MeV. Due to the spin 

ambiguity in the.final state, the 4.029 + 3.296-MeVtransition does not 

·give an unambiguous spin assignment to the 4.029-MeV level. The possible 

combinations are: 

• 
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On the basis of the observed decays of both states, the combination 

4. 029 ( 5) -+ 3. 296 ( 4) is felt to be most likely. The absence of, an 

observable Doppler shift indicates a lifetime longer than 0.6 psec for 
I I 

for 4.029-MeV state. 

MeV 

The 4.048-MeV state has strong branch decays to both the 1.409-

2+ and to the.3.345-MeV 3(+); a very weak branch, seen only at 

6y = 90°, goes to the 2.540-MeV 4+. The angular distribution analysis 

(Fig. 34) of the 703-keV transition indicates spin of either 2 or 4 for 

this level (the J -+ 2~ transition produces no additional information) •. 

U . th . . . f. 0 44+0 •34 . . . . Slng e measured llfetlme o .. _0 .
15 

psec and the branchlng and mlx-

ing ratios, plausible arguments may be given against a J = 2 assignment. 

The lack of an observable ground state decay gives an upper limit of 6% 

for the branching ratio. This gives a partial lifetime of 7.3 psec 

for the ground state decay, corresponding· to an E2 transition of .::_ 0.01 

WU. Such a decay is considerably more retarded than any observed E2 

transition in, 54Fe (see Table V). (An M2 2--+ 0+ transition is unlikely 

because of the large mixing ratios observed in the other transitions.) 

Further evidence against a 2+ assignment comes from the large mixing 

ratio observed for an assumed 2+-+ 3+ transition. This givee; a BEZ' 3:._ 26 

WU, whereas a 4+-+ 3+ transition is consistent with a more moderate BE2 

(see Table V). Such arguments do not, of. course, eliminate J:: 2 

rigorously; however, the evidence definitely favors J = 4. 
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The angular correlation: analysis for the 4.074 to 1.408-MeV 

transition gives an unambiguous assignment of J = 3(+) to the 4.074 MeV 

state (Fig. 35). Assuming po?itive pt:l.rity, the mixing ratio o(E2/Ml) is 

1.88~~:~~· The 3(+) to 4+ transition is too weak to provide further 

information. Using the DSAM, the lifetime of this state was found to be 

0.084 ± 0.025 psec. 

4. 265 and 4. 287 -MeN Stat~§. " 'The- ga:mroa coincidence spectrum 

from this.doublet is shown in Fig; 36. The analysis for the 4.265-MeV 

state is shown in Fig. 37(a); only the 1725-keV (4.287 ~ 2.540) transi

+ tion was fitted. The cascade transition from the 41 could not be evalu-

ated without large errors fro~ background subtraction •. J = 2 is rigorously 

eliminated because of the non-zero o(L = 3/1 :::: 2) required for a. 

:reasonable 2 X . Both J = 4 and J = 3 give x's below the limit; however, 

the latter gives a rather poor fit and is thus less likely than J = 4. 

The observed Doppler shift of the 1725-keV transition gave a mean life-

·t· f 0 119+0.033 . 1me o . . _0 !
025 

psec for thls level; 

The 4.287-MeV level decays entirely to the first 2+ st.ate; the 

angular distribution of the transition is, within errors, isotropic, 

indicating a spin of 0. · However, as ma.y be seen in Fig. 37(b ), spins of 

J = 1, 2, and 3 are not eliminated by the x2 analysis; in particular · 

J 1 can give a perfectiy isotropic distribution, since the m = 0 and 

m = ± 1 substates can be equally populated. Again, one must appeal to 

plausibility arguments in order to. determine the.most likely spin. The 

measured lifetime and the upper ~imitof B% for a transition to the 

ground state give the transition probabilities of 0.05 WU for a 2+ ~·o+(E2) 

. 
';. 
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-4 . + + 
decay and 5 x 10 WU for a 1 ~ 0 (Ml) decay; both numbers are outside 

the observed range for this n11c1eus. Additional evidence for the assign-

ment of J = 0 comes from the observed pUrity of.the decay (i.e., only 
t 

+ . 
the J ~ 21 transition is seen). 

4.579, 4.656, and 4.700-MeV States. Limits were set in the pro-

ton spectrum to enGompass most of this triplet; however, there was some 

contribution of the 4.700-MeV state in two different gamma spectra (see 

Fig. 38). The 4.579-MeV leyel was assigned ~ + 15 J of 2 by Peterson, 

using the 54Fe(a,a•) 54Fe reaction. From Fig. 39, it is seen that J = 2 

is uniquely determined by analysiJ of the transitions from this state to 

0
+ + . 

the 1 and 21 states. Becaus~ the double-escape peak efficiency at 4.579 

MeV is not well known, the error in the branching ratios for the two 

transitions are rather large. The observed Doppler shift for this state 

is, within errors, the maximum possible shift; thus the lifetime is 

. (+) + .s_ 0. 01 psec. · The mixing ratio for the 2 · to 2
1 

transition is either 

o = -0.105 ± 0.09 or o = -1.8~~:~· 
Within the present limit of sensitivity, the 4.656-MeV state 

decays only to the 3.296-MeV state; the 4.700-MeV state decays mostly to 

the 3.345-MeV 3(+) state, .with some evidence of a weak branch to the 

+ 2.540-MeV 4 state. The energies of the two strong gamma rays from these 

states are within 5 keV and are hence unresolvable. Thus, very little 

can be inferred about these levels; they are probably of rather high 

· .. spin (~ 4). 

4.781-MeV State. Figure 40 shows the gamma coincidence spec-

trum for this state; some contribution from the 4.700-MeV state is present. 
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68 Bellicard arid Barreau have assigned of 3- to the 4.78l~MeV level 

f 1 t tt · k. · .Severa· 1 ot· her (rv ,rv 1 )i5 and (p.,p 1 ·)ll-l4 rom e ec ron sea er~ng wor . '"" '"" 

experiments have confirmed this choice. However, all these experiments 

depend upon a reaction model for interpretation and thus it was important 

to determine the spin of this state ina mod,el independent way. Fitting 

only the 4.781-+ 1.409 transition rules o~t spin 4, but both J = 2 and 

J = 3 are allowed. + + However,, when the cascade 21 -+ 01 transition is in-

eluded (see Fig. 41), only J = 3 gives a solution; the value of o = 0 is 

quite consistent with negative parity for this level. Because of the· 

complex decay of the 3 state, it was necessary'to correct the 2+-+ 6+ 
1 1 

cascade transition for contributions other than· 3 -+ 2 -+ 0. This could 

.be done because most of the other contribution came from cascades through 

4
+ . +yl +y~ + 

the 1 state. From the properties of cascaqes of the type 4 -+ 2 -+ 0 , 

it is known that y1 and y
2 

have identical angular correlations and thus 

such contributions to the 2+ + 0+ decay could be subtracted out. All but 

10% of the required correction GOuld be made in this manner; ·the re-· 

mainder was felt to be negligible. 

The Doppler shift analysis for both the FE and double-escape 

peaks of the 3.372-MeV gamma ray gives a mean lifetime of 0.048 ± 0.016 

psec for this state. This corresponds to a very retarded BEl of 

-4 ' - + 1.99 x 10 WU for the 3 -+ 2l decay. Retardations of this magnitude 

have been found for other 3--+ 2+ transitions.72 

4.949-MeV State. Although it is. weakly excited and thus not 

visible in the singles proton spectrum, the 4.949-MeV level is cleanly 

'separated in the coincidence array. Figu!'e 42 shows the pure gamma decay 
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spectrum for this state. 
+ + + 

Decay modes are seen to the 2
1

, 41 , and 61 

states; although the latter is weak and thu$ not directly visible, the 

+ + 
cascade 61 + 41 is strong, because of the high detection efficiency for 

the low energy gamma ray. The decay mode of the 4.949-MeV state is 

sufficient to assign it as JTI = 4(+); this is in agreement with the 

angular correlation analysis (Fig. 43). In Fig. 43, the mixing r~tios 

are as follows: For J = 2, o(2 + 4) = d, 6(2 + 2) is the variable; for 

J = 3, 6(3 + 2) is optimized at -0.53 and o(3 + 4) is the variable; for 

J:. = 4, o ( 4 + 2) = 0, and o ( 4 + 4) is the variable. The 4 ( +) + 4 + mixing 
1 

i . 

: t. . f b l' 0 36+0 ' 20 T D . ' 409 ra 10 1s ound to e o = - . _0 •
29

. he oppler shift of the 2. -

MeV gamma ray yielded a mean lifetime of 0.042 ± 0.015 psec. 

2. Summary of Electromagnetic Transition Data 

Figure 44 summarizes the spin and decay information onlevels of 

54
Fe below 5 MeV; spin assignments from previous experiments are in-

eluded. The branching ratio and multipole mixing ratio data are sum

marized in Table II and III. 'All transitions irr which the minimum 

jJi - Jfj = 2 had mixing ratios which were consistent with zero and hence 

are not listed in Table III. The agreement of the branching ratios 

determined here with those from other experiments is only fair, but with-

in errors. There appears to be strong disagreement, however, between the 

multipole mixing ·ratio for the 2;+ 2~ determined here and that from the 

. 16 
work of Thomas et al. This discrepancy is not understood at the 

present time. 
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I 54 Table II. Branching ratios for the decay of excited states of Fe. 

Level Ey(MeV) Ji + Jf Branching Other values 
ratios (a) (b) 

1.409 1.409 2 + 0 ioo f 

2.540 1.131 
.. 

4 + 2 100 

2.564 1.155 0 + 2 100 

2.948 0.408 6 + 4 100· 

2·959 1.550 2 + 2 43 ± 3 37 ± 5 49 ± 5 

2.959 2 + 0 57 ± ~ 63 ± 5 51 ± 5 
l 

3.164 1.755 2 + 2 24 ± 3' 17 ± 4 23 ± 4 

3.164 2 + 0 76 ± 3 83 ± 4 77 ± .4 

3.296 0.756 3,4 + 4 79 ± 3 

1.887 3,4 + 2 21 ± 3 
• 

3.345 0.805 3 + 4 39 ± 3 43 ± 10 

1.936 3 + 2 61 ± 3 57 ± 10 

3.838 0.548 4 + 3,4 < 2 7 

1.298 4 + 4 9 ± 3 5 

2.429 4 + 2 91 ± 3 88 ± 5 

4.029 0.733 J + 3,4 95 ± 3 

1.498 J + 4 5 ± 3 

4.048 0.703 (4) + 3 50 ± 3 

1.508 (4) + 4 < 2 
~ 

2.639 (4) + 2 50 ± 3 

4.074 1.534 3 + 4· 8 ± 3 

. 2. 665 3 + 2 92 ± 3 



"' 

Level 

'4.265 

4.287 

4.579 

4.656 

4.700 

4.781 

4.949 

(a) Ref. 16 

(b) Ref. 73 

. ' 

Ey(MeV) 

1.725 

2:856 

2.878 

3.170 

4.579 

1.360 

1.355 
/ 

2.160 

1.436 

1.485, 

2.241 

3.372 

2.001 

2.409 

3. 540 
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Table II . Continued 

Ji -+ Jf . Branching Other values 
ratios (a) (b) 

(4) -+ 4 79 ± 14 

(4) -+ 2 21 ± 6 

(0) -+ 2 100 

2 -+ 2 70i ± 10 

2 -+ 0 30 ± 10 

J -+ 3,4 100 

p:-+3 ~90 

J-+ 4, s_ 10 

3 -+ 3 11 ± .3 

3 -+ 4,3 18 ± 4 

3 -+ 4 17 ± 4 

3 -+ 2 54 ± 7 

4 + 6 10 ± 3 

4 -+ 4 55 ± 5 

4 -+ 2 35 ± 8 
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Table III. Multi:gole mixing ratios for transitions . 54F . 
1n e. 

Level E (MeV) y Ji + Jf (E2/Ml) Other values 

2.959 1.550 2 + 2 +0.040 
0.105-0.042 o.25±0.l9~a)o:_o:_2.2(b) 

0.63±~:~~,0~2.4 -o.6o±~:~~' joj~3(a) 
f 

3.164 1. 755 2 + 2 

o<-1o 

3.296 0.756 4 + 4 -1.1:_o:_..;.o.67, 

-0.24<6<0.18 

o. 756. 3+4 0. 38~6~1. 66 

1.887 3 + 2 -12~6~ -0. ?5 

3.345 0.806 3 + 4 0±0.14,6~3.5 

1.936 3 + 2 -0 65'~-0.18 
. -2.25 

4.029 o. 733 5 ~ 4 0.27±0.07 

0.733 3 + 4 -1 2 +0.82 
. -1.5 

0.733 4 + 3 0.27±0.09 

0.733 2 + 3 ..,;9~6<-0.43 

4.048 0.703 2 + 3 -2.75 - _-0.38 

0.703 4 + 3 0.23±0.09 

. 4.074 2.665 3 -+ 2 1 88+0.50 
· -o.44 

4.265 1.725 3 + 4 0 81+0 ' 73 
• -0.39 

1.725 4 + 4 -0.53±0.24 



~ 
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Table III .. Continued 

Level Ey(MeV) J. + Jf l . 
o(E2/Ml) Other values. 

4.287 2.879 l+ 2 All values of o 

2.879 :z + 2 0 40+0.07 
· -o.o4' o<-14 

2.879 3. + 2 -0 16+0.05 
· -o.ol 

4.579 3.170 2+ 2 -0.105±0.09, -1.8±0.5· 

4.781 * 3.372 3 + 2 -o. Oll3±o. 026 

4.949 2.409. ,4 + 4 -o 36+0 ' 2 
. -0.3 . 

* This state is known to have negative parity thus the mixing ratio is 

o (M2/El). 

(a) Ref. 16 

(b) Ref. 73 
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The Doppler shift analysis is sununarized in Table IV. In most 

cases, only the gamma transition which gave the most precise value of 

AE/AE0 is given; in cases where two transitions were analyzed for a given 

state, the lifetime derived was based on the weighted average of the two 

values of 11E/11E0 • For gamma rays having values of 11"E/11:E0 less thar 

74 0.11, the present analysis indicates only that the· lifetime is longer .. 

than (or equal to) a certain limit. This limit is set by the value 

The data from Tables II, III, and IV have been combined to pro-

duce the reduced transition probabilities given in Table V. For transi-

tions where more than one o was possible, we have included only the 

solution considered to be most llik~ly. Furthermore, the parity of all 

states except the 4.781-MeV 3- was assumed to be positive. Thus, for 

the former states, E2 and Ml transition probabilities are given. The 

errors in the derived quanti ties (e.g:, BE2 or BMl) were obtained com-

bining the errors in the branching ratios, mixing ratios,. and iifetime 

in quadrature; this was done separately for the upper and for the lower 

limits of the BE2 or BMl. 

E. Conclusion 

In order t'o discuss the nature of the states in the low. energy 

spectrum (< 4 MeV) of 54Fe, it is convenient to appeal to analogy, since 

42 · no detailed calculations are available. Fortunately, Ca, a .nucleus 

· which should be similar 

"·' t. l . ' t. . 4- 7 · 1ca. 1nves 1gat1on. 

~4 
to :;> Fe, has 

For 
42

ca it 

.J 

been the subject of intensive theore-

has been found that, in addition to 

i 
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Table IV. Mean lifetimes for states in 54Fe from the Doppler shift atten-
uation analysis. 

Level Ey(MeV) E0(keV) E(keV) t:.E/~Eo T(psec) 

.. 1.409 1.409 6.56 1.31±0.2 0.200±0.03 1 1+0.50 
. -0.32 

2.540 1.131 5.03 0.3 ±0.2 0.06 ±0.04 .?:3 

2.564 1.155 5.13 0.6 ±0.3 0.12 ±0.04 > 2 

2.948 0.408 . 1.82 0 ±0.4 < 0.22 > 0.8 

2.959 1.550 6.89 4.82±0.30 0.700±0.04 0.075±0.012 

2.959 13.14 8.77±0.38 0. 6'77±0 . 03 

3.164 3.164 13.95 5.63±0.5 0.404±0.036 0 23+0.05 
· -o.o4 

3.296 1.887 8.31 . 0.4 ±0.5 < 0.11 .?:3 

3.345 1.936 8.53 0.5 ±0.6 ~ 0.13 ~3 

3.838 2.429 10.46 6.57±0.5 0.628±0.045 0.091±0.02 

4.029 0.733 3.12 .o ±0.6 < 0.16 > 1 

4.048 2.639 11.26 3.08±1.0 0.274±0.09 044+0.34 
. -0.15 

4.074 2.665 11.36 7·29t0.76 0.642±0.07 0.084±0.025 

4.265 1.725 7.30 4.05±0.5 0.550±0.07 0 119+0.033 
. -0.025 

4.287 2.878 12.18 7.98±0.7 0. 65.5±0. 06 0 080+0.024 
. - 0.020 

4.579 3.l'to 13.27 13.33±0.7 1.00 ±0.05 < 0.01· 

4.656 1.360 

4.700 unresolved .:... 
1.355 .. 

4.781 10.73±0.76 0.767±0.054 0.048±0.016 3.372 13.99 

3.372(DE) 13.99 11.34±0.9 0.811±0.065 

4.949 2.409 9.93 7.98±0.6 0.804±0.075 0.042±0.015 



Table V. El~~tromagnetic transition ;robabilities for54Fe derived from Tables II, III, and IV. 

Level E (MeV) J~ -+ J7T o(E2/Ml) BE2(e2f 4) BE2 · (Ml) (eV) BMl 
y J. f (Weiskopf) (Weiskopf) 

1.409 1.4a9 2~ -+ a+ a 133±~i 

1a2±4(a) 8 .4±0.3 

2.540 1.1-31 4+-+ 2+ a 2. 147 < 12 

2.564 1.155 . a+ -+ 2+ a 2. 199 < 16 

2.959 l.55a 
+ + a 1a5+a.a4a 5 7+5.1 a·47+a.42 3.73x1a-3 a.a48±a.aa8 2 -+ 2 • -a.a42 . -3.7 

- . -a.3a 
I 

+ 0+ 
1-:-' 

2.959 a 27.2±4.5 2.25±a.4 
1\) 

2 -+ 0 
I 

45±5(b) 

3.164 1.755 2+ -+ 2+ 0 63+a.57 
• -0.25 12.7±~~8 1 a+l. 7 

· -a.6 4.3 X1a-4 a· aa38+a.aa13 
. ·-a.aa2 

3.164 2+ -+ 0+ a 8.8±1.9 0.73±0.16 

3-296 1.887 (4 +)-+ 2+ 0 < 2.4 < 0.2 

1.936 3(+)-+2+ -0 65+0.18 ~ 5.4 ~ 0.45 
-4 

~ a.oa07 3.345 . -2.25 < 1.1 10 

. 3.838 1.298 4+-+ 4"" 0 6.5><10-4 a.Ol4±a.aa6 c::: 
0 
~ 

4+ . + t-' 
2.429 a 96.7±21 8.an.8 I -+ 2 1-:-' 

CX> 

( 4 +)-+ 3( +) 270+27a 22+22 
\0 

4.a48 0.7a3 a.23±a.09 0 

-203 -16 1\) 

-~, 
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Table V. Continued 
= 

Level · Ey(MeV) J7T + J7T o(E2/Ml) BE2(e2r 4) llE2 (Ml )(ev) BMl i f 
(~Teiskopf) (Weiskopf) 

0.703 (2+)+3(+) -1 2+0.82 
. -1.5 ·_. 3180+2270 

. -2860 
263+187 

-231· 

2.639 (4+)+2+ 0 7 2+3.8 
. -3.1 

0 6+0.30 
· -o .. 26 

4.074 1.534 3(+)..._4+ 0 6~3XlQ-4 . 0.0083±0.004 

2.665 3(+)+2+ l 88+0.50 
· -o.44 51. 7±16 4.3±1.3 l.6Xl0-3 0.004 ±0.002 

4.265 l. 725 ' (4+)+4+ -0.53±0.24 77.6±55 6.4±4.5 3.4xlo-3 0.032 ±0.011 

'(4+)+2+ 
. I. 

2.856 0 7.6±2.9 o.63±b.24 ~ 
1\) 
1-' 

(0+)+2+ 
I 

4.287 2.879 0 51.5±14 4.3 ±1.2 

4.579 3.170 2(+)-+2+ -0.105±0.09 > 0.64 ~ 0.003 >3.8 lb-2 2:. 0.057 

4.579 2(+)+()+ 0 > 12 > 1 

4.949 2.001 4(+)+6+ 0 60.3±28 5.0±2.3 

2.409 4 (+ )..._4 + -0 36+0 ' 2 
. ""0.3 

15+24 
-12 

l 2+2.0 
. -0.9 7.6x1o-3 0.026±0.01 

c::: 
0 
~ 
t-t . I 

-P 
co 
\0-
0, 
1\)· 



Level Ey(MeV) J~ + J; o(M2/El) 

4.781 .1.436 - + 3 "+ 3 0 

1.485 - 4+ + 
} + ,3 0 

2.241 - 4+ 3 + 0 

3-372 3- + 2+ 0 I 

(a) From Ref. 67. 

Table V. Continued 
= 

BEl(e2f 2) 

4.9XlQ-4 

7.2Xl0-4 

2.0Xl0-4 

1.84xlo-4 

BEl 
(Weiskopf) 

( 5 .. 3±2:. 3) XlQ-4 

(7.8±3.l)Xl0-4 

. (2 .1:£0.9 )x10"'"4 

(1.99±0.7)Xl0-4 

·~ 

I 
p 
f\) 
f\) 
I 

c: 
0 
~ 
t~ 
I 
I-' 
co 
\0 
0 
f\) 
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the expected states of the (f712 )~ neutron configuration, two states 

having J = 0 and J = 2 occur at low excitation energy. A successful ex-

planation has been given (Refs. 5,7) in terms of a low-lying deformed 

band of 4-particle-2-hole states which mix with the {f712 )~ states. 

Gerace and Green5 show that this model is abll= to account for the rather 
I 

I 

remarkable E2-transition probabilities found in this nucleus. 

Because of the similarities between 54Fe and 42ca, it is of inter-

est to compare the respective matrix elements between states for these 

nuclei. Table VI lists the presently known analogous transition proba

bilities for 42ca, 5oTi, and 54Fe. The level schemes of these nuclei are 

shown in Fig. 45. 

In 42ca, it has been shpwn5 that the enhancement of the 2~ ~ 0~ 

and 0~ ~ 2~ transitions is due to a constructive interference. between the 

spherical (mostly (f
712

)2 ) and deformed amplitudes, while the 2~ ~ 0~ 

. transition is comparativeiy retarded due to destructive interference. The 

. . . . 54 . + + 
s1.tuatwn is quite different in Fe where the 02 ~ 2

1 
BE2., though only 

available as an upper limit, is definitely not as enhanced as it is in 

Although the effect is not 
+ . + 

so pronounced, the 22 + 0
1 

transition 

' 54F . t th . ' ' l.n e l.S s ronger an l.t l.S l.n 42ca. Gerace and Green predict a rather 

enhanced 2~ ~ 2~ E2; this is consistent with experiment in 42ca, but not 

in 54Fe. 

These observatidns indicate a situation at least roughly consist~ 

ent with the fact that the "extr~" 2+ and o+ states of 54Fe are at a 

higher excitation energy than those in 42ca. Thus the mixing between the 

'two types of states should be less in 54Fe, resulting in different E2 
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Table VI. Comparison of electromagnetic transition probabilities in 42ca, 
50Ti, and 54Fe. The values of BcrA. are in Weiskopf units. 

Transition crA. 

2+ -+ 
l 

0+ 
l -E2 

+ 0 -+ . 2 
+ 

21 E2 

+ 2 -+ 
2 

0+ 
l E2 

2+ -+ 
-2 

2+ 
l E2 

2+ -+ 
2 

2+ 
l Ml 

. + 
4 -+ 

l 
+ 

21 E2 

(a) Ref. 8 Value 

{b) Ref . 67. 

. (c) Ref. 82. 

(d) Ref. 8 Values 

(e) Ref. 10. 

'·· 

8.6 ± 2.0(a) 

1.2 ± o.)d) 

14 3 +35(d)
• -8.5 

0.091 ± 0.02(d) 

l. 0 ± 
1 

0 . 3( e ) 

8.4 ± 0.8 (b) 

< 16 

2.25 ± 0.4 

0.048 ± 0.008 

< 12 

derived for the work of Metzger and Tandon. 

derived from the work of Kassler et al. 

, 

50T. 
'l. 

: 
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Fig. 45. Comparison of the low-lying states of 42ca, 50Ti, and.· 
5~Fe. ~he dotted lines show the states of the (f

712
)j2 con

flguratlon. 
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matrix elements. It is perhaps surprising, then, that the' 2~ -+ 0~ BE2' s 

are similar in 42ca, 50Ti, and 54Fe. · However, core polarization is known 

+ + to have a profound effect on 2
1 

-+ 0
1 

transition rates; it is possible·. 

that such h · t "b t d.ff tl · 42c than ;n 50T; or 54Fe. p enomena con r~ u e ~ eren y ~n a .... .... 

54 ·. 
Among the more interesting features of the spectrum of · Fe below 

4 MeV are the states at 3.296-MeV (3\ 4+) and 3.345-MeV · (3+). It is 

clear, on the basis of the present evidence, that ·the~e states are of 

quite a different nature than the states to which they decay. It is seen in 

Table V that the lifetime limits for the states of the doublet indicate 

transition strengths which are very retarded compared with the typical 

E2 and Ml rates observed in 54Fe. ·Further· evidence on the special nature 

of the 3;296 and 3.345-MeV st&tes comes from the observation that they 

are favored as final states in the decay of several high-lying states. 

In these cases, either very retarded transitions or no transitions at all 

2 are observed to the assumed f7/2 states; since the spins of the final 

states are no greater than 4, spin selection rules cannot be the explana-

tion. 
. + 

In constrast to the states of the doublet, the 3.838-MeV 4 state 

decays by a considerably enhanced E2 transition to the first 2 +.state. 

This 4 + state is excited with a larger cross section than the 2. 540-MeV 

4+ by inelastic proton scattering near 20 MeV.ll,l3 

With regards to the high-lying levels (> 4 MeV), it will probably 

.. not be possible in the near future to relate the observed decay properties 

to a nuclear model. However, such information should be valuable for 

'establishing systematics among levels in other nuclei in this mass region. 
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For example, a systematic study of the decay of the numerous known 3-

states 75 in the f
712 

shell nuclei would be quite interesting. We believe· 

that the experimental techniques .employed here are sui table for the de-: 

tailed investigations required. 

'For the 

energy spectrum 

that applied to 

more immediate problem of understanding the complex low

of 54Fe, a theoretical study of the sophistication of 

42 . . ' 
Ca wouldbe valuable. Experimentally, of course, not 

all the facts are in. It would be of considerable interest to know the 

lifetimes of the 2.540, 2.564, 3.296, and 3.345-MeV states. A high resolu.;.. 

. . 56 ( . 54 : . tion study of the Fe p,t) Fe reaction would provide additional 

1 t · f t' th t · f th 54 .. Fe· exc1.'ted states. comp emen ary 1.n orma 1.on on e na ure o e 

V. SPIN-FLIP: EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

A. Data Collection 

Coincidence spectra were taken, two angles simultaneously, in 

steps of roughly 10° from 45° to 148°, proton-counter lab-angle. Counting 

rates in the particle detectors ranged from about 3,000 cps at 145° to 

about 15,000 cps at 45°. The resolution was in the range 150-200 keV, 

being determined mostiy by kinematic broadening. Figure 46 shows a typi-. 

cal proton singles spectrum. The gamma counting rate was about 20,000 

cps; the observed resolution at this rate was 5 to 6 keV at 1 MeV. Count-

ing time at each angle ranged from 2 to 6 hours, depending on the spin-

flip cross section; it was possible to determine the number of .real 

events obtained by periodically printing out the display field of the 
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Fig. 46. Proton singles spectrum from the reaction 54Fe(p,p 1 )
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on-line PDP-5 computer .. As a check of the consistency of the measure~ 

ments, several angles were repeated; 0 0 the angles 90· and 95 were measured 

with both particle detectors. 

Singles elastic and inelastic cross sections were measured for 

54Fe and 56Fe at 19.6 MeV with good resolution and geometry, using the 

·experimental apparatus described in Sec. II .H. The total absolute error 
. . 

in extracting the cross section is estimated to be less than 10%; the 

largest uncertainty is due to measurement of the target thickness. 

Relative errors are less than 3%. 

Besides its contribution as an integral part of the spin-flip, 

cross section~ and asymmetry analysis, the cross-section data were neces-

sary in order to properly normalize the measured spin;..;flip intensities to 

produce spin-flip probabilities. 

B. Data Reduction and Results 

The number of coincident counts, R', can be related to the spin-

flip probability, s(e), by the following expression in the limit of infin

itesimal ~olid angles. 34 

S(6) =We: R'/N y 

where e is the proton scattering angle, E:y is the gamma detection 

efficiency (including.solid angle), W is a calculable geometrical factor 

which is equal to 5/2 for a point gamma detector at 90° , and N is the 

total number of counts in the particle counter arising from the excitation 
. + . 

of the 2 state. In practice, this expression becomes: 



s(e) = 
We:y 

N 
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[R-C)-B(6) 

where R is the measured number of coincidences and C is the number of 

chance coincidences as given by Eq. (III-11). The contribution due to 

non-spin-flip processes which arises from the finite solid angles used is 

labeled B(6). The errors quoted ar'e due to the evaluation of R I (e.g.' 

R and C). The statistical errors in other measured quariti ties .. such as 
i 

or N are not significant; the errors were almost invariably domina-

ted by the error in R'. 
I 

Two different procedures were used to evaluate the number of 

coincidence events, R or C. The first summed over a small reg;ion of the 

.+ 
two-dimensional array that contained only the 2 proton peak and the full-

.energy gamma peak (FEP) (see Fig. 47). ·The efficiency of the gamma detec

tor could be directly interpolated from our calibration curve. The second 
" . . . . 

procedure included gamma counts in the FEP and Compton distriqution down 
I 

to, but not including, the annhilation peak at .511 keV. The efficiency 
i 

for this method of summation was obtained in the following wa:}. ·· The total 

number of counts, R', in coincidence with the 2+ proton peak :was evalua-

ted for both methods of summation. Then these quantities were summed 

over all angles in .. order to obtain the ratio of the total num1:)er of counts 

in the Compton + FEP region to those in the FEP alone. This results in a 

' 5% statistical error in the overall normalization. 

The full-spectrum summation increases the efficiency 1:ly a factor 
! 

of 8.5 for the 1.409-MeV sta~e of 54Fe. The final results arJ obtained 

by this method. ,Comparison of the two methods for 54Fe showed., within 
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Fig. t7· Coincident gamma spectrum from the spin-flip experiment 
5 Fe(p,p'y)54Fe at 19.6 MeV. Shown is the full-energy peak 
(1.409 MeV) and C~mpton distribution for the 2! + ot transition. 
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errors, the same results. For 56Fe, the summations were over only the 

FEP. 

The singles proton spectra, scaied down to eliminate analyzer 

dead time effects, were recorded for both counters in. all runs. At for- · 

ward and backward angles, the number of singles events could be extracted 

directly from these spect~a. At intermediate angles, the 2+ peak was 

obscured by elastic events from carbon and ox,ygen target contaminants. 

At these angles, the ratio between inelastic and elastic events was deter-

mined from the previously measured cross sections by averaging over the 

angular acceptance of the proton counters. Where it was possible to 

check, this indirect method agreed with the direct determination to within' 

.. 10%. 

The. admixture of the non-spin...;flip contribution, B( e), can be 
I 

calculated to be generally about 0.02, if the reasonable assumption is 

made that all such amplitudes are equally probable and that coherent. effects 

34 are small. Maximum violation of these assumptions would change B(8) 

by less than a factor of :two. At two angles ( 45° and 95° ) for 54Fe, 

B(8) was directly measured by both increasing and decreasing the gamma 

counter solid angle by a factor of two. These measurements are consistent 

within statistics with the calculation. 

The s(e) for the first 2+ states of 54Fe and 56Fe are shown in 

Figs. 48 and 49, along with theoretical 'predictions which will be dis,.. 

cussed later. It is apparent that the large differences between the 

asymmetries for the two states are not reflected in their S(8)'s. In 

addition to the large back-angle peak also seen in other work, both 
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Fig. 48. Spin-flip probability S(6) for 54Fe. The curves are col
lective-model DwBA predictions with three types of deformed spin
orbit term: FT (solid), DSO (dotted), and NDSO (dashed). 
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distributions show: a maximum at 70°; 36 ' 76 these features are more pro

. nounced in 54Fe where the statistical precision is better. 

Figures 50 and 51 show: the asymmetries for the first 2+ states of 

54Fe and 56Fe, respectively, obtained with 19~6-MeV polarized protons at 
. 1 

Saclay. These data are quite similar to those measured at 18.6 Mev, 30 

suggesting that compound-nucleus contributions are not important.' The 

small asymmetry at 30° and 90° for 56Fe is found also for L = 2 transi-

tions in the nickel isotopes, whereas large asymmetries at these angles 

were observed30 for 52cr and 50Ti. 

Cross sections for the two states in 54Fe and 56Fe also have dif-

ferent shapes; they are shown in Figs. 52 and 53. The cross section for 

54Fe decreases less rapidly with increasing angle than do~s the.56Fe 

cross section. 

C. Analysis 

1. Optical Model · 

The predictions of s(e) in a collective-model analysis are quite 

sensitive to the optical parameters chosen; in particular, to the depth 

of the spin-orbit potential and to a lesser extent to .the parameters of 

the imaginary potential. For this reason we have made a rather extensive 

search of parameter space to determine the degree to which the best-fit 

parameters are fixed, on the basis of x2 . For both nuclei, cross-sec-

tion and polarization data at 19.6 MeV were analyzed. 
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Fig. 52. Differential cross section for 54Fe. The curves are col
lective,model·DWBA predictions as descri~ed for Fig. 48. 
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Fig. 53. Differential cross section for 56Fe. The curves are col
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The optical, P,otential used had the standard form: 

d U(r) = -V f(r,r ,a)~ 4ia. WD --d f(r,r.,a.) r r 1 r 1 1 

h 2 -I d + (-· -) V a· R, r dr f(r ,r ,a ) . 
m c so rv rv so so 

7T 

The Coulomb potential of a uniformly charged sphere was added to U(r); 

the functions f(r,r ,a ) are of the Wood-Saxon form. A modified version r r 

of the UCLA code SEEK77 was used to mini:mize x2 , which is defined as: 

2 
X = 

2 
. Xa = 

2 
Xp = 

2 + 2 Xp X a 

2: (a! (}i )2 
ex 

2 i E. 
l 

i E~ 
l 

The.subscripts t and ex refer to thevalues of the theoretical 

and experimental quantities, respectively, at each polint i. The Ei 

are the experimental errors. Unless stated otherwise,, we have taken the 

errors to be a constant percentage of the cross section at each angle 

(usually 3%); for the polarization, the quoted experimental errors were 

used (ranging from± 0.01 at forward angles to± 0.03 at backward angles). 

In accordance with previous analyses in this energy region, we 

have generally used a pure surface-imaginary well and only a- real spin-

orbit well. The addition of a small volume term (1.5 MeV) improves the 

fit only slightly and has a negligible effect on the inelastic predictions. 

• 
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The imaginary spin-orbit well was found to be close to zero in the analy

sis of 18·. 6 MeV elastic scattering; 78 we have found that this remains 

true at 19.6 MeV and have therefore omitted it in the analysis. 

In addi ·tion to V, WD, and V , the geometrical parameters of all so 

three potentials were used as variables in the fit to the cross section 
I 

and polarization data. The usual procedure was to use only a few param-

eters at a time as variables in order to more easily assess the improve-

ment in the fit due to each. 

Several parameters (all except rso'as
0

,v,· a) were gridded over a 

sizable range, while x2 was minimized at eachpoint. This allowed the 

explicit x2 dependence of the gridded parameter to be displayed and 
I 

lessened the possibility of missing any local minima. 

The res\llts of this pr<?cedure indicated no significant difference 

in any of the geometrical parameters between 54Fe and 56Fe; thus, we 

adopted the average set given in Table VII. These are close.to those 

used by Kossanyi-Demay and de Swiniarski78 for the analysis of 18.6-MeV 

·proton scattering. A real radius of :j..l9 F seems quite adequate for 

·both nuclei; any restrictions of this parameter to values smaller than 

. 1.17 F or larger than 1. 25 F results in a considerably poorer fit. The 

' real diffuseness remains close to 0.7 F for a wide variety of parameter 

situations. An imaginary radius which is larger than the real radius 

·results in a significant improvement in the fit; this is consistent with 

previous work. 78 , 79 For the present data, values of at least 1.3 F are 

required. The'diff'llseness of the imaginary well is found to consistently 

-smaller than the real diffuseness. The spin-orbit radius was found to be 
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: I• 54 56 Table VII. Best fit bptical model parameters for Fe and Fe. 

.V WD v r r. r .. a a. a so r l. so r l. so 
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) 

54 Fe 50.51 7.94 5.06 1.19 1.31 I 1.075 0.70 0.55 o.4o 

. 56Fe 50.48 
.. 

8.83 5.12 1.19 1.31 1~075 0.70 0.55 o.4o 
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consistently about 10% les~ than the real radius in a wide variety of 

' . 78 80 parameter configurations; this, of course, has been observed before. ' 

The spin-orbit diffuseness is rather poorly fixed between 0 .. 35 and 0. 5 F.· 
. . 

Using the average geometrical parameters and searching only on 

V, Wb, Vso we find significant differences between 54Fe and 56Fe only in 

the depth of the imaginary potential. The final parameters are given in 

Table VII; the corresponding fits are shown in Figs. 54-57. The polariza-

·. tion data are fitted quite .well (especially for 54Fe); while the cross sec-

tion fits are only fair, It 1s of' interest to note that in the back-

angle region, where the fits are poor, there are considerable differences 

4 . 6 
between the 5 Fe and 5 Fe cross sections. Thus, the similarity in Opti-

cal potentials is somewhat misleading. 

Attempts were made to improve' the agreement with the back-"angle 

cross section points by increasing their corresponding weighting factors. 

However, this decreases the quality of the fit generally and results in 

only a slight ;difference in optical parameters. 

In parameter searches using only cross-:section data, we found that 

it is possible to obtain quite good fits for both 54Fe and 56Fe if r. 
J. 

is 1.4 F. This also requires that WD be about 16 MeV, which is signi-

ficantly larger than the values found in previous analyses; a. was 
J. 

usually ~bout 0.35 F. The polarization fits which are produced. by such 

parameters are very poor and allow one to eliminate these solutions. We 

mention this only to illustrate the dangers of parameter searches using 

only differential cross-section data. 
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Fig. 55. The polarizatio~ in elastic scattering (Ref. 1) from 54Fe. 
The curves are optical-model fits with the parameters of Tables 
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fit with the parameters of Table VII. 
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Fig. 57. The polarization in elastic scattering (Ref. 1) from· 56Fe. 
The curve is an optical-model fit with the parameters of Table VII. 
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As we have mentioned, the prediction of 8(8) in terms of a col-

lective-model DWBA analysis is sensitive to the spin-orbit potential. To 

examine the extent to which these parameters are determine.d by the present 

analysis, we have fixed the w~ll tlepth, Vso' for 54Fe at 1 MeV.on either 

side of the minimum and searched on all the other parameters. The param-

eters resulting from this procedure are given in Table VIIL The 

corresp6~ding fits.to the elastic data for the three spin-orbit well 

depths are shown in Figs. 54 and 55 .. The effect of such parameter adjust

ments on the predicted inelast,ic quarlti ties will be discussed in the 

following section. 

I 

2. C'ollective Model 
I i 

The collective model :tlas long been used to. interpret differential 

.·cross sections and polarizations· for states assumed to be vibrational. 
; 

i 
The inelastic trahsition is considered to be caused by the deformation 

of the dptical potential; deformatidns of both the real and imaginary 

potentials are included. It has also been found necessary, in the analy-

~ . 30 38 
sJ.s of asymmetry data, ' · to include a deformed spin-orbit term in the 

interaction. The form of this term is not yet standard. 81 

The most extensive treatment of the spin-orbitdeformation has 

been given by Sherif and Blair. 39 Starting with the Thomas form of the 
I 

spin-orbit potential which can be derived from the impulse approximation, 

they show that the resulting deformed spin-orbit term can be written as 

follows: 
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-· 
Table VIII. Best fit parameters for 54 Fe with-fixed V 

so 
~ .. ;::·:,-': 

·--
\-

v WD v ! :' 

'•- r r. r a a. a so r l. s r· l. so ~ ~ ~;' 

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (F),' 
\ 

(F) (F) (F) (F) (F) 

.::· I 
49.89 8.83 4.06 1.19 1.34 '1.06 0.73 0.50 0.22 1 

50.51 7.94 5.06 1.19: 1.31 
I ' 

1.075 0.70 0.55 0.40 

. 48.82 8.04 6.00 1.22 1.30 1.13 0.66 0.54. 0.45 

:--

I 

I 
- i 

•• 

~-
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where 

U = U(l) + U(2) 

.. U(l) = 

U(2) = 

( h )2 v 
m c so 

'IT 

r(e,cp) 1 e <lf rar ~ 
so 

(l)
2 v. llL a • ['i/ r(e tcl>) x~ 'V J m c so ()R · ru ru . J. ru 

'IT so 

. R and r(e,cp) are parameters of the deformed spin-orbit potential: 
so 

and 

R (e,cp) = R0 (1 + r(e,cp)) 
so so 

f1, = (1 + exp(r - R /a ))-
1

. so so 
i 

; i 
I 

Tbe term U(2) contains non-radial components of the gradient 

t I d · · ·t opera or an J.S quJ. e complicated to evaluate. For this reason, earlier 

30 37 . ( ) analyses ' . using a deformed spin-orbit potential . neglected U 2 • In 

the model of. Sherif and Blair, the effects of both U(l) and U(2) are 

included; i.e., the fuil Thomas term is used. 

For the analysis of the data, a computer program written by H . 

. Sherif, which includes the effects of deformation of the entire' optical 

:;potential, was used. For the spin-orbit deformation, options were avail

able for using the full Thomas term (FT), U(l) deformation only U(l), or 
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a non-deformed spin~orbit potential (NDSO). Coulomb excitation was in-

eluded in all calculations. 

Figures 48 and ·49 show the collective-model fits to 8(8) for the 

54 56 first 2+ states of Fe and Fe, using the optical parameters in Table 

VII. For these data, no one of the three types of spin-orbit deforma~ion 
I 

is clearly preferred. For 54Fe, all give a rather rough account of the. 

data (i.e., they predict large S(8) at back angles) but none fit well. 

There is some improvement in the predicted magnitude of-the back-angle 

peak when one includes a deformed spin-orbit· term. For 56Fe the fit is. 

somewhat better, particularly at back angles. For both nuclei, however, 

all predictions fail to account for an additional peak at 70° . 

The fits to the asymmetries for these states are shown in Figs. 

50 and 51. The fit to the 54Fe data is poor; however, a substantial 

improvement is made by the inclusion of a deformed spin-orbit term, and 

even further improvement is obtained when the FT terln is used. The three 

types of calculations for th~ 56Fe as~etry are nearly identical to those 
i 

54 I 

·for Fe. In this case, however, the measured asymmetries are smaller 

and the FT calcillation produces a quite good fit'. Similar results were 

obtained at 18.6 Mev30 where the 54Fe asymmetry was fitted poorly and the 

56Fe asymmetry was fitted rather well. 

The fits to the differential cross sectiqns are shown in Figs. 52 

and 53. In general, these predictions show little sensitivity to the 

spin-orbit deformation. Again there is the problem of fitting experi-

mental. distributions which are rather different with theoretical curves 

which are quite similar. It is seen that the phase is predicted well but 

the decrease o~ the cross section with angle ·is fitted poorly in both cases. 
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In order to determine to what degree the collective-model pre-

dictions are made ambiguous by uncertainties in the spin-orbit potential, 

we show the inelastic predictions with the optical parameters of Table 

VIII in Figs. 58-60; these were calculated with the spin-orbit strength· 

54 4 6 (8) for Fe fixed at , 5, and MeV. The predicted S . is very sensitive 

to v . 
so' this has been observed in ·previous work on 58Ni. 36 ·The ~olution 

with V
50 

= 4 MeV agrees.with the data at back angles but fails elsewhere. 

For the cross section and asymmetry predictions there is little difference 

among them. 

The calculated values of s(e) are less sensitive to the imaginary 

54 potential. Calculations for Fe were performed with two sets of opti-

cal parameters with WD fixed at 7 and 9 MeV, respectively~ The chief 

difference between the two predictions is in the back angle maximum, 

which decreases from 0.36 to 0.32. 

C . Microscopic Model · 

The simplified nucleon-nucleon interaction which has normally 

been used in microscopic-model calculations40 includes a spin~dependent 
. . • . i 

term which can induce transitions with 1: = 1. The interaction is written: 

In the present calculations, g( lr ij I) was assumed to be of Gaussian form 

. ' with a range of 1.85 F. The sign and strength of Vl' in this effective 

interaction, are not well establi.shed. If it is large enough, and 1: = 1 

transfer is important, the poor results of the collective-model treatment 

I. 
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Fig. 58. Collective-model predictions of S(8) with the optical param
eters of Table VIII. These were obtained by fixing the spin-orbit 
well depth at 4 (dotted), 5 (solid), and 6 MeV (dash~d). 
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Fig. 59. Collective-model predictions of the asymmetry with the 
optical parameters of Table VIII. The curves are identified as 

·.in Fig. 58. 
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" Fig. 60. Collective-model predictions of the differential. crqss 
section with the optical para.rt1eters of Table VIII. The curves 
are identified as in Fig. 58. 
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described above might be explained. If only E = 0 excitations are import-

•tant, previous work indicates that this version of the microscopic model 
. 4 

cannot explain the differences in asymmetries and cross sections for 5 Fe 

Because the wave functions of the two states are not known, 

however, ,only simple configurations were considered. 30 

The present microscopic analysis is hampered by the same dif

ficulty. Since there are twenty-eight neutrons in 54Fe, the predominant 

configuration of the first 2+ state is presumably (7Tf712 );;; other con-
. 82 

figurations are sufficiently important, however, that the value . of BE2 

is almost nine single-particle units. Since I: = 1 transfer is forbidden 

in transitions which involve simply recoupling the anguiar momenta of 

two nucleons, contributions of I:= 1 to the excitation of the 2+ state. 

·in 54Fe must come entirely from admixed configurations. These are prob

ably many of the same configurations which predominate in the 2~ state of 

56 Fe. There the neutron shell is no longer closed, the energy of the 

'first 2+ state is lower, and B(E2) is! about fourteen single-particle 

•t 82 un1 s. 

In order to estimate the possible effects of I: = 1 transfer, cal-

culations were first performed for simple particle transitions with V 
0 

and v1 both fixed at 65 MeV. They were carried out with the code of 

Glendenning; harmonic-oscillator wave functions were used for the bound 

state. Predictions of S(8) for 54Fe are shown in Fig. 61. The curve 

calculated for pure recoupling of f712 particles resembles the collective

model fit. The other curves clearly show much larger probabilities at for-

·. ward angles and vary markedly, depending on the configurations. It is 
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·. Fig. 61. Microscopic model predictions of S ( 8) for 
54

Fe. For all 
these curves, V

0 
= v1 = -65 MeV. The ground state was assumed . 

'to be (f7 /?)0+. The· 2+ state was assumed to be: (f7 /.2 )~...- (-), 
(f7/2,f5/2)2+ (-----), (f7/2,P3/2)2+ ( ••.... ), 0.707 (fj/2) 2 

-0.707 (f7/2'P3/2)2+ (-·-·-). 2+ 
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interesting that peaks in s(e) are generally predicted near 70° and 105°. 

the location of the small peaks in.the measured 8(8). The predictions 

.of the asymmetries·and cross sections show a less marked, but still def-

inite dependence on the configurations assumed and on the· magnitude of 

v
1

. Calculations of 8(8) for these same transitions with V1 set to 

zero resemble the collective-model predictions and depend little on the 

configuration. In this case, the asymmetry and cross section are more 

configuration-dependent than 8(8). 

Examples of calculations with v1 set to the more typical value 

of 30 MeV are shoWn in Fig.· 62. The 2+ wave function here has been assumed 

2 to have components 0.707(f
712

)2+ and P.707(f
712

,f
512

)2+. The ground 

2 state was pure (r
712

)0+. Particle wave functions were used instead of 

hole wave functions for convenience. Calculations with admixtures of 

other configurations give similar results. The predicted values of 8(8) 

are now smaller at forward angles due to the reduction in strength of v1 . 

The four curves in Fig. 62 illustrate the'effects of changing the relative 

sign of the two components of the wave function and the sign of v1 ~ The 

positive sign in the wave function increases the predicted value of cr(8), 

·. i.e., this choice leads to collective ehhancement. It corresponds to the 
. ~ . 

two lower curves in Fig. 62. The smaller values of 8(8) reflect mainly 

the larger values of cr(8), because most' of the collective enhancement 

occurs in 0'++(8) and 0' (8), the non-spin:-flip terms. Although none of 

these choices provides a good fit to the asymmetry data, the choice of a 

positive v1 and a positive relative sign in the wave function seems 

slightly favored. The cross section and asymmetry fits thus select the 
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Fig. 62. Microscopic model predictions of S(6) for 54Fe. For these 
curves, V0 is -65 MeV, v1 is ± 30 MeV. The ground state was 
assumed t~ be (f76 ,;)0+' The 2+ state was assumed to be: 
l/2(f7/2)2+ ± l/2[~7/2'f5/2)2+' . 
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lowest S(8) curve. Since realistic wave functions for 54Fe are not avail-

able, it did not appear useful to attempt a detailed fit to the experi-

mental S(8) by adjusting parameters of the microscopic interaction. 

Nevertheless, Fig. 62 clearly shows the role_ of E = 1 terms in the for-

ward-angle structureof s(8). 
I 

The partial cross se~~iorts predictedjwith the above choice of 

signs are shown in Fig.· 63. Ipspection of t~is and ~everal similar plots 

have led to several general conclusions. The fits to the experimental 

cr(e), although slightly dependent on the details of the microscopic cal-

_ culation, are not, in general, worse than those obtained with the 

collective model. The spin-flip cros!s secti~n, not just the probability, 

is enhanced at back angles. Calculations which include only the E = 0 

term reduce the spin-flip cross sectiln at forward angles by 

2 to 3, but leave the back-angle peakj relatively unaffected. 

a factor of 

This peak 

disappears, however, when only E = 1 terms are included. The cross sec-

tion is mostly'due to the sum of cr++(a) and cr __ (a) and the asymmetry is 
I 

due mainly to the difference between these same two terms. Except for 

. the back-angle I peak where the spin-fl.ip and non-spin-flip cross Sections 

are of comparable magnitude, the spin:-flip cross sections provide only 

minor modifications to cr{ 8) and A( 8). Specifically,. the inclusion. of the 

E = 1 terms, although indicated by the small-angle spin-flip data, have 

no significant effect on cr(e) and A(8). 

. I 

.. 
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Fig. 63. Microscopic predictions of the parti-~1- cross sections for 
54

Fe. 
For t~ese. calculations V 0 is -65. MeV 

2
and V.l. is +30 MeV. The wave 

funct10n ~s assumed to be: l/2{f7 12 )2+ + l/2(f7 ; 2 ,f 5; 2 )2+"-
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D. SUiilmary 

Spin-flip probabilities and cross sections for the excitation of 

the first 2+ states in 54Fe and 56Fe have been measured for inelastic pro-

ton scattering at 19.6 MeV. These data and asymmetry data from Saclay 

have been analyzed with both macroscopic and mic~oscopic DWBA models; 

neither gives a good account of all the data. 

With the collective model, the fits to the differential cross 
' i 

' 
·sections are reasonably good; however, the slbpes of the curves are dif-

ferent for the two states.and these are not reproduced. The differences 

between 'the magnitudes of the asymme~ries likewise are not reproduced. 
! 

These failures are not surprising inlviei¥ of the nature of the collective 

model. Differences would have to arise from very different optical param-

1 

eters for the two nuclei, and there is no evidence for this in the present 

36 76 analysis. Other analyses ' , have shown that the back angle peak in the 
! 

58 ! 
spin-flip probability for Ni couldlbe reproduced rather well by col-

I 

lective-model pWBA predictions with or without a deformed spin-orbit 
! 
i 54 ' 

term. We also find this to be true; !however, the Fe back-angle peak it 
i 

fitted less well than in the other mlclei. In addition, the structure 

of S( .e) is more complex than predict~d by the collective analysis. 
I 

Since accurate wave functions for the two nuclei were not avail-
' 

able, the microscopic analysis could only indicate the results which might 

be expected froma more complete calculation. If the admixtures of con

figurations other than (r712 )~; are significantly large, the calculations 

indicate that S( 8) at forward angles can be fit with a reasonable choice 

of v1 . The ratio of V1/V
0 

must be proportionately larger than about 0.5 

, I 
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. to have a significant effect of the predicted 8(8) if, as expected, the 

(f
712

);: configuration has a probability larger than about 0.5, which it 

had in our sample case. The shape of s(e) depends only slightly on the 

particular configuration admixtures and on their relative phases when the 

(nf
712

);: configuration is pre4ominant. However, if other configurations 

. +I . 
dominate, as would be expected for 2 · states.other than the lowest, and 

if V1/V
0 

is large enough, then entire!ly different S(8) patterns are pre

dicted. The shapes, then, depend sen1sitivity on the relative amplitudes 

and phases ef different configurationls. 

It remains puzzling that the spin-flip probabilities for 54Fe and 

56Fe are quite similar, .while the asyhnnetries and cross sections are dif-

ferent. Whatever reaction mechanism or coherence property of the wave 

functions is responsible for these differences must not affect s(e). This 

might be possible if, for example, the spherical spin-orbit potential 

alone could account for the measured s(e), but this is not indicated by 

our analysis. It is also possible, of course, that·contributions due to 

·nucleon-nucleon tensor and spin-orbit forces could bring about there-

quired differences. Since these forces again affect mostly the cr+- and 

cr_+_terms, our results suggest that they alone would not resolve the 

puzzle. Calculations which incorporate these forces, and which include 

space-exchange terms as well, have recently become possible. 83 A compari-

· son of the predictions of such a code with the present results should 

prove interesting. 
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APPENDICES 

APpendix A 

1. General 

With the formal and mathematical developments of recent years, it 

is now possible to derive expres~dons for angular correlations of con~ 

siderable complexity (for excellent reviews of the subject, see Refs. 84 

and 85). The most important tools are: Racali' algebra, the density 

matrix formali:sm. .. and the group properties of the rotation matrices. The 

first two are used iri the present deve~opment. No attempt is made to give 

a general derivation of the correlation function fn.terms of the detected 

· protons and gamma rays; we view the problem simply as the gamma decay 

of an ensemble of aligned nuclei. simple and pcysica1Iy :re.:tber· obvious 

arguments are given to,specify the original alignment. 

It is possible within the density matrix formalism. to include 

the effect of counter efficiencies and solid angles as efficiency 

. 84 86 matr1ces; ' how~ver, in the present derivation, the correlation 

function is first derived vithout reference to detection. Then solid

angle efficiency factors are included,· following the derivation o.f Rose87 

(in Appendix B). It should be emphasized that no new methods are pre-

sented; the present derivation is included primarily to give insight.· 

into the application of this particular technique. 

' . 86 
The notation used is that of Ferguson .;_-small letters refer to . 

·angular momenta and the corresponding Greek letters, to their projections 

on the z-axis. 
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2. Density Matrix Formalism .. 

Consider a state I aci ) which is expanded in terms of eigenstates: 

In ) = I I aa> ( aa In) 
a 

The expectation value of an operator, F, is then: 

( niF In ) = L ( nlaa 1) ( a 1 1F.Ia )( aaln) 
aal 

When considering a number of possible states, 1 n > , it is necessary to 

average over the entire ensemble. Thus: 

F 

'where 

= L ( aa 1 IF I aa ) ( aa In ) gn( n I aa 1) 

naa 1 

is the appropriate weighing factor for state In> . 

definition of the density matrix element: 

( aa I pI aa 1) = L ( aa In> gn( n I aa 1 
) 

n 

we find that 

F = ( aa I pI ~a 1 
) < aa 1 IF I aa ) = Tr( pF) 

aa' 

With the 

· (A-1) 

Tr denotes the trace of the matrix pF. The density matrix is normalized 

so that T:r:P = 1. 

Equation (A-1) can be viewed as the matrix element of the density 

operator: 
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p = In> g(nl n 
n 

A diagonal matrix element of this operator ( aa.l pI aa. ) is, then, the 

probability of finding a state of· spin a in the substate a.. Thus the! 
I 

density matrix constit1.1tes a cdnvenient description of the nuclear align-

ment. In a system in which there is no aiignmertt, the density matrix is 

diagonal with: 

(A-2) 

where A 

a is equal to (2a·+ 1)1/ 2 .. 

If state In> is subject to an interaction, H, the density opera-

tor for the final state is: 

~In terms of the original density .matrix, then 

a.a.' 

. . +' 
(bSi>.IHiaa. ><aa.IP laa.' ><aa.'IH·IbS'i>.' > 

a . 

The matrix element of H may be reduced by the Wigner-Ekhart Theorem into: 

3. · Nuclear Alignment 

With the aid of the previous considerations, we can now derive the 

_general form for the alignment expected for states excited by particles 

sca~tered along the z-axis (beam axis). The density matrix forthe 

'I. 
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intermediate state formed when the particle is in or near the nucleus 

. 21 1s: 

·We have used the channel spin coupling scheme in which the particle spin, 

s, is coupled to the nuclear spin, a, to form S, which is then coupled 

to 11 , li· The spins a and s are unpolarized, so their respective 

density matrix elements are given by Eq. (A-2); The matrix elements of 

the incoming plane wave may be found from the Ra:leigh expansion: 

Then, from (A-1) 

From Eq. (A-3), it is seen that the largest term for the sum is given by 

s = Ct + 01. 

The density matrix element for .the final state can be wr:i. tten as: 
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= (A-4) 

The summation is carried over b, b', s2 , S2 because, in general, there 

is no unique intermediate state (b). The assumed zero projection of the 

outgoing orbital angular momentum is of course justified only if the 

particle is emitted at 0° .or 180°. It is evident from (A-4) that the 

maximum obtainable y is given by: 

Thus, in the present case fo11 proton scattering on a. spin zero t"arget, 

the possible values of y are 0, ±1. In addition, because there is 

symmetry about the z-axis' the residual nucleus is aligned but.·· not pol-

arized, therefore: 

P(l) = P(-1) 

where 

P(±l) = {c ±liP lc ±1) c . 

This symmetry also implies that the final density mat·rix is diB;_gonal; 

this is also seen from Eq. (A-4). Because the reduced matrix elements of 

(A-3) and (A-4) are not generally known, there remains an undetermined 

parameter in the alignment of the residual nuclei for the reaction under 
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consideration. The unknown is either P(±l) or P(O), the remaining one 

being determined by the normalization condition. 

4. Angular Correlation Function 

This section is devoted to the' derivation of the angular distri-

bution function for gamma rays emitted from nuclei with the alignment 

described in the previous section. It is, therefore, the angular correla-

tion function for the reaction (p,p'y) with the geometry discussed 

previously. 

Considering a state I aet ) initially aligned and subsequently de-

caying to state lb13 ) by emission of a gamma ray with momentum k and 
'\, 

polarization ·a, we can write: 

"' 

The correlation function is then: 

w tA-5b) 

In Eq. (A-5), the final density matrix is expressed in terms of the 

measured quantity k {o; is not measured in the present experiment); 
"' "' 

however, in order to relate W to nuclear information, namely the angu-

lar momentum change, t, the following transformation is required: 

.. 

( bl3ka I HI aa ) = L .( ko jR-A ) ( bi3R.A I HI aa ) 
M 

·. (A-6) 
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It is convenient to relate· the coefficients ( kcr I til. ) to those of a plane 

wave propagat
1
ing along the z-axis. Thus: 

I 

( kO" ItA) = L (ocr I H ) DA\ ( Z -+ k) 
I. 1\ "' "' 

(A-T) 

Substituting:(A-7) into (A...:6), and app,lying the Wigner-Ekhart Theorem,
1 

we get: 

( bl3kcr1Hiaa) = L 
tA>.. 

Now, with the substitution of this expression, we obtain for the correla-

tion function: 

I 

W = L<aaltajao:} (bl3,tfl.laa)(bl3,t'A'Iaa)(t)..,~')..'lkT) 
(A-8) 

(R./\.,~'1\.'IkN)(bUIIa )(blit'lla )(ocrjt>.. ){ocri~'A') D~N 

The summation is over o:, cr, 13, t, t', A, fl.', >.., )..', k, T, N; the indices 

k, T, 
. .. 88 . 

N appear due to the application of the Clebsch-Gordan Series. 

The set of summation indices may be considerably reduced with the 

.8 
application of Racah algebra. 9 Equation (A-8) then becomes: 

w => L-. --

a,~,~' ,k 

"'2 · I b+a-t-k-2a..( ) b cl (t~' )(aa,a-o: ko)(-) w aatt' ;kb w 

(A-9) 

(bli!lla )(bli!'lla )Pk(cose) 
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In order to obtain Eq. (A-9), two additional simplifications were required: 

1) The coefficients Cko ~epend only on the properties of the radiation 

field and are thus called radiation parameters. For gamma radiation, 

they are, in general: 

(-).R.'-A' (.R.A,.R.'A' jkT)(ocrj.R.A} *<ocri.R.'A'} (A-10) 

The coefficients (ocr j.R.A } ~re obtained from consideration of the multi-

pole expansion of the electro-magnetic field. Since the polarizationiof 

the gamma ray is not detected, Eq. (A-10) may be simplified to: 

u .R.'-1 = 8~ (-) (.R.l,.R.-ljko) 

. 21 86 This corresponds to the phase conyen:t~on of Ferguson. ' 
I 

2) The more general form of Eq. (A-9) contains a factor (aa.,a-a jkN); this 
i 

is simplified,' for this case, by the fact that the initial density matrix 

is diagonal. We also note the substitution: 

Dk (Z ~ k) = Pk(cose) 
00 "' "' 

Finally, Eq. (A-9) can be written in the form: 

(A-ll) 

·where o = ( bii.R,IIa) /( bll.R. . II a) is the multipole mixing ratio for the 
m~n 

"transition, .R. • is the minimum possible multipole consistent with parity mJ.n 

and angular momentum conservation; and .R,=.R..+l. 
m~n 

The quantity r is 
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0, 1; or 2, respectively, for U,' = (R,,i), ( R,, R,'), and ("R,' , R,'); here 
• 

it is assumed, that a maximum of two multipoles contribute to the, transi-

'tion. The definition of z1 is: 

k-R,+R,'-lAA A2 I z1 (R,a, R,'a;bk) = (-) R,R,'a (R,l,R,'-1 ko)W(R,a,R,'a;bk) 

·The z1 coefficients are tabulated in Ref. '86_. 

_Another convenient formulation of angular correlation function 

. 22 . . 
has been givei1 by Poletti and Warburton. Using their definitions, 

Eq. (A-ll) can be written as: 

w = I pk(a) Fk(ab)Pk(cos8) (A-12) 
k 

where L pk(a) = pk (a , a ) P (a ) 
a 

and 
Fk (R,R,ba)-.(- )0 2cFk (R,R, 'ba)+c2Fk (R,' R, 'ba) 

Fk = 
l+o2 

The coefficients pk(a) and Fk (ab) are tabulated in Ref. 22 and are 

defined 

pk(a) = (2-c ) ko) 
ao oo) 

'With the choice 0' = 0 for an ML, EL + 1 mixture arid 0' = 1 for·an EL, 

ML + 1 mixture, the mixing ratio, c, is identical to that of Eq. (A-ll). 

':In the present work, we have taken 0' = 0 for all cases. With, the above 

definitions; the k = 0 term of Eq. (A-12) is unity. 
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Y1 Y2 
A further case of interest is that of transition a-+b-+c, 

in which y
1 

is not observed. The density matrix of sta}e b must then 

be determined in order to determine the correlation function for y2 . 

. The derivation is not given here; we quote only the result. 

given by: 

where 

The coefficients U {ab) 
k 

are tabulated in Ref. 22. 

W now is 

(A-13) 
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Appendix B 

i 
The angular correlation function derived in Appendix A is of the 

form w(9') = L~Pk(cos9•). 
k 

a· 
The measured experimental quanti t'y is.: 7 

w(e) = Jan an w(e'}E· E .. y p y p 

·The integral is computed over the solid angles ·of the counters, n y,p 

where n y,p are referred to the axes of synnnetry of the counters. The 

E's are the counter efficiencies as a function of angle .. 

With the substitution of the explicity form of W( e I ) ' the inte-

·. grals to be evaluated are of the form: 

{B-2) 

The evaluation is accomplished by applying the spherical harmonic addition 

theorem to the Spherical triangleS ( e I ,cp, f\) and ( <P, e, Sp), illustrated 

in Fig. 64. Because both detectors are spherically symmetric, the gen-

eral form of the theorem . 

k 

Pk(cos9 1
) = •(4TI/2R.+l) I: ~*(sY)~(<t>) 

-k 

can be reduced to: 

Pk(cos8') = Pk (cost\)Pk (cos¢) 

" 
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Fig. 64. Geometry used fo1· the evaluation of the attenuation, coefficients 
of Table IX. 
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Now, applying the theorem to (cj>,e,ap)' we obtain: 

= 

Substitution of this expression into (B-2) yields: 

where 

= /a_ 
a min 

P k (cos a) e:( a )sinSdS (B-3) 

I 

For the particle detector, e: is constant over the entire p 

·acceptance angle. For the gamma detector, we have assumed the form: 

where T is the total absorption coefficient for gamma rays of a. given 

e~ergy in germanium' x(S) is the path length illustrated in Fig. 64. 

The integrals of Eq. (B-:3) have been evaluated for the geometries of the 

present experiment for several gamma-ray energies and are listed in Table 

IX. -The coefficients given are of the form ~· = Jk/J
0

• The theoretical 

correiation function, to be fitted to the experimental data, then has the 

form: 

w(e 1
) = 2: Ak~Pk (case 1 ) 

k . . 

With the definition of W(8 1
) given in·Eq. (A-12) (Appendix A)~ ~~1;.he k = 0 

terni· is unity. 

\i 
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Table IX. Attenuation coefficients for the 40 cm3 coaxial Ge(Li) detec
tor. Detector to source distance = 9.6 cm3. 

· .Gamma energy Absorption 
· (keV) cqefficient 

100 2.98 0.9796 0.9332 

150 1.34 0.9807 0.9365 

200 0.893 0.9813 0.9387 

300 0.605 0.9820 0.9409 

400 0.498 0.9823 0.9418 

500 0.438 0.9825 0.9425 

600 0.397 0.9826 0.9429 

800 0.342 0.9828 0.9435 

1000 0.305 0.9830 0.9439 

1500 0.248 0.9832 0.9446 

2000 0.218 0.9833 0.9450 

3000 0.188 0.9834 0.9454 
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